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MixING THE Personal  
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I-.(+-+#%"%&'#!Framework 

Assessing Progress 

Coaching & 
Training 

Selecting Staff & 
Volunteers 

Leadership 

Dealing with External 
Factors 

Administrative 
Support And DATA 

Systems 
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H'w %' M"2+ W'r2  

With Staff, Interns,  
& Volunteers 
M'r+ M+"#&#!3( 



K#'w Who You Need! 

1 W4+r+ Ar+ Y') G'&#!? 

2 W4+r+ I, Ev+r5'#+ E(,+ G'&#!? 

3 W4"% Ar+ Y')r S%r+#!%4, & W+"2#+,,+,? 

4 W4' V"()+, Y')r S%r+#!%4, & M"2+, U. f'r Y')r W+"2#+,,+,? 



P("# Y')r P6&%&'#, 
Responsibilities, 
Skills & Abilities 





K#'w Where to Find Who You Need 

•  Where do these people spend time? 

•  How will you reach them? 

•  Who can help you? 



•  Reconsider!hiring!your!best!friend.!
•  Base!interview!ques8ons!on!your!descrip8on.!
•  Include!at!least!two!interviewers.!
•  Ask!interviewees!to!do!something.!
•  Follow!up!with!candidates.!
•  Sleep!on!your!decisions!and!seek!advice!!!





W4"% Motivates? W4"% discourages? 



•  Provide both  direction and flexibility.  

•  Give regular feedback. 

•  listen. 

•  Provide formal appraisals. 

•  Document concerns. 

•  Recognize success! 

Av'&/ P+rf'r-"#*+ Surprises 



Av'&/ B'r&#! 

MeetingS  



M!!"#$%&  
That Work M!!"#$%&  

That Don’t 



•  Point out all sharp objects. 

•  Make sure to establish competing sides in advance. 

•  No point is too small to lose. 

•  Always try to speak for other people first. 

•  Make big assumptions to save time. 

•  Speak loudly and repeatedly to make your voice heard. 

•  Get background on participants from third parties. 

•  Make ambiguous claims to win people over. 

Gr'($) R(*!&  
for Facilitation* 

* Or!"#$"%&'#"( #'#-b+,% .r"*%&*+, %4"% -"#5 'f ), -"5 b+ f"-&(&"r w&%4.  



T+,%&#! 
Assumptions 

L+))!r 'f I$f!r!$,! b+&!) '$ w'r- b. Ar%.r#& (S!$%!, 2000)  



U,+3( F"*&(&%"%&'#  
Ground Rules 

Schwartz,!1994!

1.  Focus on Interests (Rather than positions or solutions). 

2.  Own Your Communications (Speak only for yourself). 

3.  Check Your Assumptions (“I assume you want/mean…”). 

4.  Agree on the Meaning of Key Terms (“What does ____ look like to you?) 

5.  Be Specific, Use Examples (“When I see you do ___, I believe that ___.”) 

6.  Explain Your Rationale Behind Statements, Questions, Actions … 



M++%&#!  
Resources 



See/Hear   

 

Tell a Story Feel 

 
Act 

R+%r"*+ Y')r P"%4: 
•  Notice your action  (silence or violence?) 

•  Get in touch with your feelings 

•  Analyze your story—what story is creating these emotions? 

•  Get Back to the facts—what evidence do you have to support your story?  

 



With your emotions under control, share your information with 

confidence, humility and skill. State your path by using these steps: 

Share the facts you have. 

Tell the story you want to present. 

Ask others to express their stories or paths. 

Talk with tentativeness. 

Encourage testing. 

 

Crucial Conversations 
(P+""!r&'$, Gr!$$., M,M#**+$ & Sw#/*!r, 2002) 



Move to Action—Methods of decision-making to turn conversation into a 

good decision and mutually agreed-upon united action: 

!  Command: Ask someone you believe will make a good decision to decide. 

!  Consult: Ask others for their input to influence you before you decide. 

!  Vote: Take a vote from others on what the decision should be. 

!  Consensus: Talk with others until everyone comes to agree on one choice. 

Crucial Conversations 
(P+""!r&'$, Gr!$$., M,M#**+$ & Sw#/*!r, 2002) 



5 Strategies for Designing  
and Delivering High-Quality 
Online Instruction  

Learn how to take advantage of the online 
learning landscape from a university professor 
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The era of online learning is here. Are you 
prepared to engage learners?  
As online learning programs spring up across the web, instructors are 
challenged to deliver quality courses that draw on the strengths of the online 
environment and ensure meaningful learner interactions and outcomes. 
Nearly anyone with a website can set up an educational content delivery 
system, but not everyone can establish rigorous and respectful online 
learning communities. 

Rather than recreating the traditional lecture model, instructors have an 
opportunity to engage a more diverse and geographically dispersed set 
of learners in new forms of interaction. When instructors are creative and 
flexible, new online learning tools extend and transform existing educational 
practices. Online, learners and instructors can quickly access emerging 
information, new presentation tools and web conferencing systems to 
collaborate, share ideas and practice new skills in supportive virtual forums. 

5 ways for instructors to design, deliver and 
differentiate high-quality online courses:   

1. Keep online courses “out of the box.” 
Online learning material should be refreshed regularly. Unless 
learners are studying historical works or tried-and-true 
theories, they want — and deserve — exposure to the latest 
events, research and ideas. Although it may be tempting to 
save time and money by using material from prior learning 
modules, instructors build credibility by adding new course 
material on a regular basis.  

In fact, a key strength of the online learning environment is 
the access it provides to current events and research. More 
traditional learning texts can be supplemented with relevant 
news stories, recently released video posts and links to 
additional web resources. And new course material shouldn’t 
just come from instructors.  

A successful course incorporates guest speakers and engages 
learners by identifying and sharing fresh, relevant course 
material. Instructors can assign learners to post recent videos, 
texts and images that respond to course topics and questions. 
Learner-generated examples can then be used as resources 
for future online learning modules. 

2. Connect the virtual and the actual. 
Online learning should break down barriers between 
technologically mediated environments and direct face-to-
face interactions. Instructors should challenge learners to 
do something with the knowledge, skills and tools they gain 
in online courses. For example, learners in an online course 
might engage in simulated meeting facilitation and apply this 
knowledge to an actual workplace meeting.  

BRIEF    Citrix Online

Top Suggestions from 
Strategies 1 and 2:

1. A successful course 
incorporates guest speakers 
and engages learners by 
identifying and sharing fresh, 
relevant course material.

2. Instructors should challenge 
learners to do something 
with the knowledge they 
gain in online courses and 
encourage alternative ways 
of connecting theory  
to practice.
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Then they can return to the online learning community to 
share, analyze and critique their experiences. Instructors 
should welcome and encourage alternative ways of presenting 
actual workplace experiences based on available online tools. 
Learners might record and upload video clips from meetings 
and events, make online presentations or provide links to 
relevant work products. In this way, both virtual and actual 
environments are integrated to connect theory to practice and 
reinforce new knowledge.  

3. Provide feedback early and often. 
Constructive feedback is critical in an online environment 
where learners and instructors are less likely to interact 
immediately after an exam or assignment is completed. In 
face-to-face courses, instructors often watch body language 
or facial expressions as they assess learner accomplishment 
or frustration. Learners have the opportunity to come to class 
early or stay late to review feedback with instructors.  

Online instructors should compensate for this limitation by 
providing frequent and detailed feedback, sharing models of 
successful discussions and assignments and summarizing 
common learner strengths and problems in live sessions or 
weekly posts. Instructors should also provide a great deal of 
concrete feedback on initial assignments so that learners gain 
a clear sense of course expectations and receive direction and 
resources to support future assignments.  

After exams, instructors should hold office hours via live 
session or real-time chat to respond to student questions. 
Instructors can also reduce the incidence of plagiarism by 
becoming familiar with learner work, raising specific questions 
and requiring learners to complete assignment revisions.         

4. Promote learner interaction. 
The online environment offers flexible forums for learners 
around the world to collaborate and engage in ongoing 
dialogue. Learners have a chance to communicate with each 
other via posts, chats or live video outside of a predetermined 
space and time. By sharing relevant experiences and 
resources, they often learn more from each other than they do 
from an instructor.  

But instructors play a critical role in helping learners take 
advantage of peer interactions. Without effective facilitation, 
online course discussions may begin to look more like political 
blogs with lengthy diatribes and few critical questions or 
revelatory moments. Whenever possible, instructors should 
develop assignments and discussion questions that encourage 
learners to think critically and adopt alternative perspectives on 
a problem, issue or choice. Instructors should coach learners 
on how to ask constructive questions and challenge them 
to develop alternative scenarios and argue from  
multiple perspectives.  

BRIEF    Citrix Online

Top Suggestions from 
Strategies 3, 4 and 5:

3. Online instructors  
should provide frequent and 
detailed feedback in live 
sessions or weekly posts.

4. Instructors play a critical  
role in helping learners  
take advantage of  
peer interactions.

5. For smaller classes, 
instructors should consider 
facilitating live sessions with 
all course participants on 
a regular basis. For larger 
classes, instructors may 
wish to facilitate only a 
handful of live sessions.
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This does not mean, however, that learners will always 
come to common or comfortable understandings. Although 
instructors should model and ensure respectful interactions, 
learning often requires some degree of difference or conflict. 
This means instructors need to think carefully about when to 
jump into an online discussion and when to get out of the way. 
Effective online instructors are facilitators — not referees. 

5. Make time for face time. 
Advances in communication technology move online learning 
beyond discussion forums and chat boards. Instructors 
can hold live web conferences that integrate interactive 
lectures, student presentations and course discussions. Web 
conference technology allows instructors to incorporate lecture 
slides with audio and video resources while engaging learners 
via video, phone and chat.  

With some practice, this becomes much simpler than it 
sounds. These sessions can be recorded and posted for 
learners who are unable to participate or wish to review 
lectures in preparation for an upcoming assignment or exam. 
Instructors can also hold face-to-face office hours or question-
and-answer sessions with new web conference technology.  

For smaller classes, instructors should consider facilitating 
live sessions with all course participants on a regular — even 
weekly — basis. For larger classes, instructors may wish to 
facilitate only a handful of live sessions for project groups or 
breakout sections. Instructors can also encourage face-to-
face interaction by assigning activities that require regular 
collaboration and asking learners to post brief recordings from 
their live meetings.  

Resources for achieving business agility
http://news.citrixonline.com/online_collaboration_product_reviews/

For more white papers, case studies and on-demand webinars, visit  
news.citrixonline.com/resources.

For best practices, company announcements and research about modern 
work styles, please visit the GoTo Blog at blog.citrixonline.com.

BRIEF    Citrix Online

http://news.citrixonline.com/online_collaboration_product_reviews/%0D
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Introduction 

Public education in America is facing unprecedented challenges. Educational policies of the past two 
decades have not delivered what was promised, and accountability pressures for educators continue 
to mount amidst a financial crisis that has caused devastating cuts in school budgets. Not 
surprisingly, relations between management and unions have become severely strained in many of 
the nation’s school districts. But despite enormous obstacles, management and union leaders in a 
small number of districts have taken an unusual and courageous step—they have abandoned their 
long-standing adversarial relationships and are working as partners. They are solving problems 
collaboratively, crafting innovative agreements, and improving academic outcomes for their students. 
The positive results achieved in these districts through labor-management collaboration—and the 
dismal results associated with an adversarial approach—strongly suggest that labor-management 
collaboration is a critical precursor to educational progress.  
 
But if this bold hypothesis is true, why have so few districts adopted a collaborative approach to 
labor relations? One reason is that labor-management success stories have not been widely 
disseminated. Consequently, most educators are unaware of the benefits or the changes required 
for successful collaboration. Another reason is that the decades-old “us-versus-them” paradigm is 
deeply engrained in the culture of America’s public schools.  
 
There are indications, however, that America’s labor-management paradigm might be changing. 
Several national organizations that represent labor and management have taken a pro-collaboration 
stance. In 2010, the president of the American Federation of Teachers, Randi Weingarten, proposed 
“a new path forward” to improve teaching and the quality of the nation’s schools. She said: 
 

We’d like to see governors, mayors, school boards, teachers unions, and other 
stakeholders start building protocols and trust for their labor-management 
relationship, in order to better deliver to children that most essential and fundamental 
right: a great education. 
 

 

Like all systems, we face many challenges: shrinking resources, public perception issues, 
respect, more demands on teacher time, and more children with greater needs. These 
challenges require the collective thinking of all of us to find viable solutions. Without true labor-
management collaboration, great teachers are driven from the profession, and we will not be able 
to attract and retain the best and brightest candidates.  
 
- Local union president, 2011 national Labor-Management Collaboration Conference, Denver 
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The nation’s largest teacher union, the National Education Association (NEA), has also responded to 
the call for collaboration. Author Steve Snider observed recently on the NEA website: 
 

At the same time educators in several states face legislation to strip their right to 
bargain with school districts on most issues, teachers and support professionals in 
those states and across the country have entered a new era of collaborative reform 
with their school districts (Snider, 2011). 

 
The first major call by a union leader for union-management collaboration occurred over a decade 
ago with the founding of the Teachers Union Reform Network (TURN). In 2003, the organization’s 
founding director Adam Urbanski wrote: 
 

Central to any specific efforts to improve our urban schools is the relationship 
between the school managers and the teachers’ union. Without labor-management 
collaboration, even the best efforts of management are tantamount to one-hand 
clapping  Both districts and unions must involve teachers and district administrators 
in the shaping of policies and in their search for effective strategies for supporting 
students’ learning (Urbanski, 2003). 

 
Last year in Denver, Colorado, the nation’s largest teacher labor unions, national organizations 
representing school administrators and school boards, and the U.S. Department of Education co-
sponsored an historic event that may have signaled the beginning of a new era of collaborative 
labor-relations in education.1 Teacher union leaders, superintendents, and school board presidents 
from 150 school districts throughout the U.S. participated in a two-day conference designed to 
promote student achievement through labor-management collaboration.2

 

 In their welcoming 
message to conference attendees, the co-sponsors wrote:  

Your school district is among 150 from across the country that have asked to be part 
of this initiative—to take a fresh look at how we improve and strengthen labor-
management relationships, policies, and agreements with the goal of improving 
instruction and student achievement, and how we hold ourselves and each other 
responsible and accountable for achieving these goals. You have agreed to revisit 
both what underlies a successful labor-management relationship and the myriad of 
issues that affect it, including transparency, hiring and retention, equity, 
compensation, instruction, professional development, and evaluation. That means 
the stakes are high for you, your constituencies, and the students and communities 
for whom you work, so we salute your courage and your leadership.3

 
 

                                                   
1 The conference was co-sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, the American Association of School Administrators, the 
American Federation of Teachers, the Council of Great City Schools, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the National 
Education Association, and the National School Boards Association.  
2 The conference was so popular that conference organizers were forced to turn away over 100 district teams because the 
conference facility could not accommodate them. 
3 The complete text of the welcoming message is available at http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-
collaboration/conference/welcome-message  

http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-collaboration/conference/welcome-message
http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-collaboration/conference/welcome-message
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Conference attendees heard presentations from 12 school districts where labor-management 
collaboration is becoming a key lever for reform. A team from Hillsborough, Florida, explained how 
trust and improved communication led to a contract that provides extra pay for teachers who take on 
peer mentoring and evaluation responsibilities. Management and labor leaders from Montgomery 
County Public Schools in Maryland described the benefits of the district’s collaborative culture, 
including the development of the district’s Professional Growth Systems for teachers, administrators, 
and support staff.4

 
  

Although these examples of reform and the new calls for labor-management collaboration are 
impressive, only a small number of districts in the country have managed to establish collaborative 
partnerships. Most of these pioneers have dedicated years to the process, and many have worked in 
isolation with little outside assistance or a research base to guide them. Notably, nearly nine out of 
ten leaders who attended the Denver conference thought it was useful, but it is doubtful that stand-
alone events can, without ongoing support, lead to long-term transformations of labor management 
practices (Odom, 2009). Nor will conferences like these reach hundreds of other district leaders who 
would eagerly participate but cannot attend because of travel costs and limited capacity.  
 
If labor-management collaboration is to become the rule rather than the exception for public 
education in America, every district in the nation that is ready and willing to adopt a collaborative 
approach will need access to useful research on effective labor-management practices. They will 
need on-the-ground technical assistance from experienced experts and access to networks of 
educators who are committed to such collaborative policies and practices. And because the stakes 
are so high and the obstacles to a collaborative approach so formidable, districts will need 
encouragement and support from every quarter: from policymakers; from state and national 
organizations that represent school boards, administrators, and teacher unions; and from local 
community organizations. Those who have a stake in education can no longer take a hands-off 
position or, worse, be complicit in perpetuating an adversarial model that has failed to serve 
America’s students. 
 
Today, little is known about the conditions that enable labor and management leaders to collaborate 
effectively or whether conferences like the one in Denver can jump-start or strengthen labor-
management partnerships. Without such knowledge, district, state, and national stakeholders are left 
to solve the challenge entirely on their own, and additional conferences could be a waste of time and 
money.  
 
With generous support from the Ford Foundation, a research team at WestEd5 conducted a study to 
help build a much-needed knowledge base on labor-management collaboration.6

                                                   
4 Descriptions of the presentations made by the 12 presenting districts are available at 

 Section 1 
describes the largely positive response to the Denver conference and the lessons learned from it. To 
help understand the conference’s impact, this section also summarizes what districts have 
accomplished 12 months after the event. In addition, the section summarizes attendees’ perceptions 
of the conference’s strengths and weaknesses.  

http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-
collaboration/conference  
5 WestEd, a nonprofit research, development, and service agency, works with education and other communities to promote 
excellence, achieve equity, and improve learning for children, youth, and adults.  
6 The methodology of the study is described in Appendix A.  

http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-collaboration/conference
http://www.ed.gov/labor-management-collaboration/conference
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Section 2 identifies factors that promote effective labor-management collaboration, such as the type 
of leadership that is needed from various stakeholder groups. According to attendees, 
superintendents, labor leaders and school board members must be excellent listeners, genuinely 
interested in diverse perspectives and able to disagree without being disagreeable. Their actions 
must be motivated, first and foremost, by an unwavering commitment to short- and long-term 
benefits for students.  
 
Section 3 focuses on factors that impede effective labor-management collaboration. Reluctance to 
change and the absence of trust are particularly difficult challenges for districts in the early stages of 
collaboration. For districts working to sustain their collaborative efforts, broken promises, changes in 
leadership, and external policy changes are significant impediments.  
 
Section 4 focuses on the types of technical assistance participants said would strengthen their 
collaboration efforts. Local stakeholders overwhelmingly expressed interest in ongoing, targeted 
assistance in areas such as improving organizational trust and communication; developing 
collaborative strategies that directly improve student learning; and opportunities to network with 
other districts engaged in the same work.  
 
Section 5 offers some conclusions about the findings and makes specific recommendations for 
conference planners, labor and management leaders, and technical assistance providers. 
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Section 1: Lessons Learned from the Denver Labor-
Management Collaboration Conference 

Forty-seven percent of survey respondents indicated that, overall, the conference was somewhat 
useful, 41 percent thought it was very useful, and 12 percent reported that it was not useful. Among 
the respondents who spoke positively about the conference, many reported that relations between 
labor and management in their districts improved afterwards. Several board members, union 
leaders, and superintendents said the conference sparked new dialogue focused on programs and 
practices designed to improve student learning outcomes. One team member wrote, “Before this 
conference there were only adversarial conversations among the three stakeholders. We meet 
regularly now to collaborate around student success in our district.” As one labor leader said, “We 
would not have started any collaboration at all if not for the conference invitation and everything that 
went along with that.” Among the respondents who did not find the conference useful, some said 
they were already collaborating effectively and had not learned much from the presenting districts, 
while others expressed disappointment that the conference did not reveal any new avenues of 
funding.   
 
Interviewees and survey respondents identified three aspects of the conference that were 
particularly valuable: (1) hearing powerful stories from exemplary districts; (2) learning about creative 
solutions to difficult challenges, such as alternative compensation and educator evaluation; and (3) 
having time to meet and develop action plans with their district colleagues. Many interviewees 
pointed to the success stories they heard from the presenting districts—stories that contrasted 
sharply with the negative ones they were accustomed to in their own districts. The respondents were 
particularly impressed with the determination and creativity that enabled district and union leaders to 
work through acrimonious relationships. Referring to a presentation from the Montgomery County 
district team, a union leader remarked, “It really helped us bridge our own differences and enabled 
us to understand how we could treat negotiations differently.” One superintendent remarked, “I was 
really inspired seeing how districts got through some very difficult times.”   
 
Nearly one-quarter of interviewees said the conference presentations had sparked new dialogue and 
fundamentally changed stakeholder relationships in their districts. One labor leader said she learned 
how to approach labor-management meetings in a more informal and personable style—a method, 
she said, that has made her meetings more productive. Several administrators noted that having 
school board members at the conference allowed elected officials to engage in important dialogue 
away from the board room which, in some cases, jump-started collaboration districtwide.   
 
Several interviewees said they gained valuable insights from the presentations on particularly 
challenging topics, including alternative compensation, peer assistance and review, and educator 
evaluation. One superintendent said these presentations reassured stakeholders in his district that 
difficult initiatives could be pursued successfully. 
 
A conference highlight for several interviewees was the uninterrupted time teams had to discuss 
what they had learned and develop initial action plans in breakout sessions. Several attendees said 
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this was the first time all three primary stakeholders had ever engaged in productive dialogue with 
one another. “The time to speak together was critical—it’s where our conversation really began,” 
said one superintendent. One school board member reported that his team made a written 
commitment to collaborate during its team meeting. Others also commented on how the conference 
helped them to improve the quality of communication in their district. Another board member pointed 
out that he and his colleagues left Denver committed to negotiating at least some district issues 
without attorneys at the table.  
 
Finally, several interviewees said the breakout sessions served as a benchmark for collaboration in 
their own districts. One labor leader said, “We weren’t sure we were going in the right direction. To 
see there were other districts around the country taking bold moves and rethinking how they provide 
services for students was reassuring.”  

Suggestions for Conference Improvement 

While the majority of stakeholders found the conference valuable, many had suggestions for 
improving future conferences. Several individuals felt rushed and wished the conference would have 
been longer. A number of these interviewees wanted more time with their teams to incorporate what 
they had learned into their actions plans. A few interviewees suggested having a more defined 
structure and increased facilitation to support the team members’ conversations. Several 
interviewees wanted more time to attend all of the breakout sessions and to interact with the 
presenters.   
 
A handful of interviewees wanted to hear from districts more similar to their own. Many conference 
presenters represented large and relatively well-resourced districts, and in several cases, these 
districts had been working on collaboration for many years. Although this information undoubtedly 
inspired some team members, it was disillusioning for those from smaller districts with fewer 
resources. They suggested that future conferences also include presentations from rural and 
suburban districts, as well as some that are still in the early stages of collaboration. As one rural 
district superintendent recommended, “There should be presentations from smaller districts that 
have difficulties like we are facing. What we saw was the best of the best with many of those districts 
having worked together for years.” Many attendees wanted to know more about the initial stages of 
the work and the factors that enabled collaboration. In the words of one superintendent, “I’m at the 
bottom of all this, trying to make it work. We need other perspectives that answer the question, ‘How 
do I get from here to there?’”   
 
Many interviewees thought the conference’s value could be leveraged with various follow-up 
activities. One labor leader suggested that stakeholder teams share progress on their action plans 
through conference calls or other forms of virtual meetings. He believed this follow-up would not 
happen without networking support from outside facilitators. Others suggested establishing an online 
clearinghouse with articles, research studies, and resources to help districts become more 
collaborative. 
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What Districts Accomplished After the Conference  

Survey results indicate progress has been made in many districts since the Denver meeting. At the 
end of the conference, district teams were asked to write action plans listing the concrete steps they 
would take to advance labor-management collaboration. Figure 1 below contains survey responses 
on the status of these plans.  
 

Figure 1: Current Status of District Team Actions Plans 

Our team did not develop an action plan at (or 
after) the conference. 30.7% (39) 

We developed an action plan, but our district has 
not implemented any part of this plan. 18.1% (23) 

We developed an action plan, and our district has 
implemented some elements of the plan. 34.6% (44) 

We developed an action plan, and our district has 
implemented most or all elements of this plan.   16.5% (21) 

 
Survey respondents reported progress related to each of the conference’s 10 focus areas. Figure 2 
shows the percentage of respondents who said their districts had made “considerable progress.”  
Interestingly, districts reported significantly more progress in some focus areas than others. This 
study was unable to ascertain whether low-progress areas, like School Board Evaluation, are more 
difficult challenges for districts or whether districts are less concerned about addressing them.  
 

Figure 2: Areas of District Progress One Year After the Conference 
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Stakeholders shared a few promising programs and practices that occurred as a result of what was 
learned at the conference. A suburban labor leader explained how three of the district's unions 
(teachers, classified staff, and administrators) agreed to meet annually with school board members 
to study the district's financials. In another case, a board member from an urban district said an 
alternative compensation committee with teachers and administrators had formed and made a 
commitment to adopt an approach that would maximize student learning. 

Summary 

Post-conference feedback indicates that a number of attendees have made meaningful progress on 
labor-management initiatives over the past year. Nearly all survey respondents and interviewees 
expressed enthusiasm about future conferences and suggested ways of improving or extending 
conference activities to benefit more districts. Specific conference recommendations are detailed in 
Section 5. 
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Section 2: Factors That Promote Successful Labor-
Management Collaboration 

This section identifies bright spots in labor-management collaboration and highlights some effective 
practices, which Denver conference attendees shared. Several interviewees expressed optimism 
about their early collaboration. One interviewee said, “This is the first time we have had trust at our 
table.” A school board leader described how employees had been able to see their union leader, 
school board leader, and superintendent stand in front of a room and present ideas together for the 
first time. Interviewees in later stages of collaboration described numerous labor-management 
collaboration benefits, including new ways of solving problems together, improved grievance 
procedures, and collaboratively designed teacher and administrator performance review programs. 
Nearly all interviewees were quick to point out that these accomplishments did not happen without 
constant attention to the collaborative process, frequent problem solving, and extraordinary patience.  

Why School Stakeholders Begin to Collaborate 

Numerous interviewees claimed that, for collaboration processes to be successful, all stakeholders 
must be motivated to change current relationships, practices, and policies that do not benefit 
students. This idea is consistent with a significant body of organizational change research 
suggesting that participatory planning is most successful when stakeholders become dissatisfied 
with the status quo and become aware of new organizational structures (Beer, 2007; Kotter, 1995). 
According to interviewees, increased commitment to collaboration was often triggered by changes in 
leadership, unanticipated legal decisions, or new partnerships. Approximately half of all interviewees 
described a change in district, board, or union leadership as the primary trigger for increased 
collaboration. Nearly half of all interviewees also said that unanticipated events, such as new 
legislative requirements and budget cuts, led to increased collaboration. Finally, nearly one-third of 
all interviewees reported that external partnerships, especially with nearby universities, strengthened 
early collaboration efforts.  

Developing and Strengthening Labor-Management Collaboration  

Interviewees described specific practices that strengthened both existing and emergent labor-
management collaboration efforts.  

Trust Building and Communication 
Nearly all interviewees said trust is largely a product of effective formal and informal 
communications. For example, they cited the benefits of transparent budgetary information, advance 
notifications of meetings, and explicit ground rules for decision-making. Interviewees said trust was 
built when others followed through on promises; were clear about their interests and activities; and 
worked to maintain respectful, even personal, relationships. More informal, simple gestures like 
warm greetings, spontaneous discussions about minor problems, and shared meals away from the 
office were invaluable, according to many interviewees.  
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One district adopted the following understanding to promote trusting interactions: 
 

We came up with an idea of “presumed trust” where we always presume that the 
other person is coming from a good place with good intentions, even if we initially 
disagree. This allows conversations to start in a different place. This really helped us 
to change the way we interact with each other.   

Effective Leadership 
According to the majority of interviewees, skilled leadership by labor and management is critical 
during the preliminary stage of collaboration and during particularly difficult periods of change or 
transition. Effective leaders demonstrate the ability to listen and actively foster opportunities for open 
communication; respond to conflict in respectful and productive ways; and remain flexible and 
patient. People need to “feel heard, not just be heard,” as one district leader put it. Effective leaders 
communicate an ethic of caring and support through genuine dialogue, an open-door policy, and 
personal interactions. These leaders also recognize that conflict will always be present even in 
successful collaboration, and they do not ignore, resent, or try to wish it away. Instead, they employ 
strategies to resolve difficult discussions, and they seek outside assistance when conflict threatens 
to derail collaborative efforts. Many districts strengthen and sustain collaboration by continuously 
cultivating collaborative leadership throughout the district. 

A Shared Sense of Purpose 
Successful labor-management groups focus on student success even if they do not always agree on 
how to get there. Stakeholders regularly enter into dialogue about goals for students, and leaders 
help them see how their work impacts these goals. In districts with strong collaboration, groups 
adopt this approach by signing and posting their student-centered commitments, visiting classrooms 
together, and starting and ending meetings with discussions about the relationship between student 
success and stakeholder collaboration. The stakeholders do not avoid bread and butter issues, such 
as employee compensation and benefits, but they constantly focus discussions on questions related 
to improved student learning.  

Interest-Based Bargaining  
Some districts with strong collaboration have replaced a position-based bargaining approach with 
one that is interest-based. Interest-based bargaining is designed to construct “win-win” outcomes 
where parties cooperate to develop more creative and mutually beneficial agreements based on 
mutual interests rather than predetermined positions. Stakeholders engaged in interest-based 
bargaining share information openly and discuss underlying interests to identify multiple solutions. 
For interest-based bargaining to be successful, stakeholders must be able to explore a wide range of 
issues and interests to identify creative options and integrate ideas (Duvall, 2009). One interviewee 
explained how they manage this process: 
 

We schedule an initial round of three full days on neutral territory. We spend several 
hours just going over the process—it’s a challenge sometimes for people who are 
used to the traditional confrontational style of bargaining. We work people through 
exercises to help them understand that we go step-by-step to achieve consensus 
before drafting a document. We have a very explicit process, and we usually use two 
facilitators. We put issues on the table so all parties are aware of the information. We 
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usually pick the low-hanging fruit and work through it before tackling more difficult 
things. If an issue is a tough nut to crack, we’ll form a subcommittee to work on it, but 
the issue always comes back to the full group. 

External Assistance 
Interviewees from districts that had experienced successful labor-management collaboration often 
stressed the role that neutral outside parties played in facilitating challenging discussions or sharing 
collaboration techniques. Interviewees from districts in early stages of collaboration often wanted 
assistance with relationship building even more than assistance on technical or contractual matters.  

Summary 

Although districts develop collaborative relationships in different ways, certain practices appear to 
strengthen labor-management collaboration regardless of the setting. Interviewees described 
strategies that foster trust and communication, cultivate collaborative leadership, support shared 
problem solving, and focus stakeholders on student-centered goals. Some district leaders also 
reported improved collaboration through interest-based bargaining and external assistance. Section 
5 contains specific recommendations to strengthen labor-management collaboration. 
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Section 3: Barriers Affecting Effective Labor-
Management Collaboration 

While interviewees aspired to create an organizational culture characterized by trust, respect, and a 
focus on student learning, they frequently encountered barriers to achieving this more collaborative 
culture. Obstacles preventing the initiation of collaboration were often different from those that 
emerged during more advanced stages of collaboration.   

Obstacles to the Initiation of Collaboration 

Interviewees who said their districts were not yet ready to collaborate frequently characterized 
obstacles in one or more of the following three areas: negative perceptions of stakeholders and 
stakeholder interests; leadership shortcomings; and a lack of basic, but essential, resources.   

Negative Perceptions of Stakeholders and Stakeholders’ Interests 
Numerous interviewees attributed initial collaboration problems to negative perceptions about other 
stakeholders. They recognized that entrenched, and often implicit, assumptions about other 
stakeholders perpetuated an “us-versus-them” mentality, and they stressed the need to build 
knowledge about other parties’ backgrounds and interests before jumping into more focused 
collaborative activities. One superintendent talked about addressing this need in the following way: 
“It’s critical to explore why teachers and managers think about each other in particular ways. We had 
to get it out in the open before we could move forward.” Nearly one-quarter of interviewees—
including union leaders, school board members, and superintendents—struggled with anti-teacher or 
anti-education sentiments in their communities. One union leader described how this dynamic 
impacted school board members’ collaboration: 
 

One of the biggest challenges is the community’s perception of unions. They love 
their teachers but do not like unions and do not see us as partners. An elected board 
of education is very sensitive to public perception. This may prevent certain board 
members from feeling comfortable enough to collaborate openly. This problem will 
take a lot of messaging at multiple levels to solve.   

 
Some interviewees advocated helping all stakeholders to understand that the needs of teachers and 
students are deeply intertwined and rarely mutually exclusive.  

Leadership Shortcomings 
The majority of interviewees who talked about obstacles to establishing preliminary collaboration 
cited leadership challenges. In a few cases, they described superintendents, labor leaders, and 
school board leaders as openly hostile to the possibility of increased collaboration. These non-
collaborative leaders exhibited poor listening skills and lacked the ability to inspire the enthusiasm 
and trust needed to initiate collaboration. These leaders were often perceived as having their “own 
agendas” and being inflexible. More frequently, interviewees said leaders were simply a “poor fit” for 
their districts, or they lacked the skills necessary to build a collaborative culture. Some respondents 
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suggested that an external, experienced facilitator was needed to diffuse tension and bring the 
parties to a shared understanding of others’ experiences and interests. More experienced 
collaborators thought traditional leadership training did not provide district, school, and union leaders 
with the skills and knowledge necessary to create a culture of trust, respect, and collaboration. As 
one school board leader warned, “Don’t embark on this just because you’ve read the book Win/Win 
or Getting to Yes. It requires a deep understanding of the process.”  

A Lack of Essential Resources 
Interviewees cited resource limitations as a significant barrier across all stages of collaboration, but 
the impact was most pronounced for districts in the initial stages. Several interviewees identified 
insufficient time and competing demands as obstacles that prevented parties from attending 
conferences or holding retreats to build relationships, develop action plans, and make commitments 
to work together in new ways. Without adequate support for collaboration, the respondents were 
often unable to secure a neutral meeting place, take key employees off-site, hire substitute teachers 
and staff, and find and pay for experienced facilitators. One superintendent described the long-term 
challenge of collaboration this way: 
 

Collaboration takes time. It’s important to invest up front in building trust and 
relationships, and establishing common goals and interests. It feels slow, because 
people want to just dive in, but it takes six to eight months to really get on the same 
page—to educate one another about issues. 

Barriers to Stronger, Sustained Collaboration 

Even when districts have successfully initiated collaboration and have some history of working well 
together, there are barriers to strengthening and sustaining this collaboration. Interviewees cited a 
number of factors that impeded efforts to build stronger and more resilient professional relationships. 
Six factors were particularly prevalent:   

Broken Promises and Lack of Transparency 
Stakeholder groups often fail to discuss their interests and commitments openly. Several 
interviewees said they had been “blindsided” by another stakeholder’s “hidden agenda” or sudden 
change of position on an issue. One superintendent believed his union counterpart was not actually 
committed to collaborating. Some interviewees said they had reached agreements in informal 
conversations, only to hear the other party promoting a different position in public.  

Inability to Manage Conflict Effectively 
According to most interviewees, stakeholders often lack the knowledge or skills to navigate difficult 
interactions. Interviewees conceded that conflict is unavoidable and could be beneficial in some 
cases, but they wanted to learn how to disagree without being unreasonable or hostile toward one 
another. As one labor leader explained, “I think we could all learn more about how to work with 
conflict. We’re always going to be at odds on something. How do we keep this from impacting the 
ongoing collaboration and separate it from everything else we’re doing?”  
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Changes in Leadership 
Turnover among district or union leaders often disrupts collaboration efforts. Many interviewees 
reported spending significant time reestablishing collaborative commitments when a new leader was 
hired or elected. Some respondents also described problems that emerged when new leaders 
simply did not share the same commitment to collaboration. One interviewee reported this 
experience:  
 

Everyone who had a shred of interest in cooperation is gone. The new management 
wants to put its foot on the throat of teachers, paraprofessionals, and other staff so 
they can show us who’s boss. And the person who controls our school board recently 
said, “Collaboration is bull****.” Denver seems like an unfortunate missed 
opportunity. 

External Policy Changes 
Legal proceedings, policy changes, and court decisions can halt collaboration. An interviewee 
expressed frustration over new legislation on teacher evaluations: “Now they’ve changed the rules 
so all of that good will has been put on hold. We’ve put in a substantial amount of time and money in 
another system, but where did that get us?” Several interviewees noted that when states pass 
legislation, it often removes local autonomy, shifts the balance of collective decision-making power, 
and increases tensions among labor and management.  

Negative Influence by External Constituencies 
Multiple interviewees told us that some city leaders or state union or administrator leaders had 
expressed antagonism towards collaborative approaches after the Denver conference. These 
external constituents had adopted adversarial or antagonistic postures, engaging in “nay-saving” or 
“backroom deals” that disrupted collaborative efforts and demoralized stakeholders.  

Significant Budgetary Losses 
Nearly all interviewees said the financial crisis and the uncertainty about future allocations had 
impacted the labor-management relationship, although in some cases budgetary challenges served 
as a powerful incentive to collaborate. More frequently, however, limited resources posed a 
formidable obstacle to building and maintaining collaborative relationships. Several superintendents 
said they lacked adequate resources to support collaboration, and some interviewees said promising 
new initiatives had never gotten off the ground because of unanticipated budget cuts. 

Fatal Half-Measures 
Some interviewees reported that modest steps to implement collaborative practices only increased 
the level of frustration. Poor implementation and a lack of tangible progress seemed to discourage 
stakeholders, causing some to blame the lack of progress on collaboration rather than on 
inadequate implementation.7

                                                   
7 According to Fixsen et al., (2007) poor results obtained from a new strategy are often due to poor implementation rather than the 
strategy itself.  

 It appears that when districts implemented piecemeal or half-hearted 
labor-management collaboration, it might actually have done more harm than good. 
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Summary 

Numerous factors pose challenges to effective labor-management collaboration. In the early stages, 
wariness of the process, an absence of trust, lack of experience with collaboration, and inadequate 
resources are common. Districts with experience in collaboration are particularly vulnerable to 
broken promises, lack of transparency, sudden changes in leadership, external policy changes, 
external influences, budget shortfalls, and poor implementation of collaborative strategies. Specific 
recommendations for addressing these barriers are detailed in Section 5. 
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Section 4: Technical Assistance to Advance Labor-
Management Collaboration 

 Survey respondents and interviewees expressed an interest in several forms of technical assistance 
to support more effective and sustainable labor-management collaboration. The respondents were 
nearly unanimous in their view that technical assistance should be customized to local 
circumstances, resources, and needs. Many respondents, especially those just beginning to 
collaborate, were interested in more than traditional technical assistance offerings. They wanted help 
establishing a new culture of trust and transparency, which they saw as a necessary precondition for 
effective collaboration.  
 
Survey respondents and interviewees voiced a clear preference for skilled, trusted facilitators who 
had knowledge of their district’s history, challenges, and interpersonal dynamics. As shown in Figure 
3, survey respondents identified several types of technical assistance that would be useful.  
 

Figure 3: Usefulness of Technical Assistance 

Survey Question:  
Please indicate how useful technical 
assistance would be for your district 
in these areas. 

Not 
Useful 

Somewhat or 
Very Useful Unsure 

Collaborative efforts that directly 
improve student outcomes 

6% (7) 88% (110) 6% (7) 

Networking opportunities (e.g., 
district-to-district partnerships, 
conferences, webinars) 

7% (8) 85% (106) 8% (10) 

Improving organizational trust and 
communication. 

10% (12) 80% (101) 10% (12) 

Financial knowledge and budget 
transparency 

18% (22) 76% (95) 6% (7) 

Interest-based bargaining 23% (28) 64% (80) 13% (16) 
 

Collaborative Efforts That Directly Improve Student Outcomes 

Eighty-nine percent of survey respondents were interested in learning how their districts could focus 
their collaborative efforts on improved student outcomes, a promising sign that labor leaders and 
management want to move their conversations beyond compensation, benefits, and other “bread 
and butter” issues.  
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Networking Opportunities 

Eighty-five percent of survey respondents indicated they would like more opportunities to network 
with other educators. A labor leader in a rural district remarked: “Reaching out to other communities 
to see how they solve problems and forming a collaboration across communities would be very 
helpful.” Interviewees said they would like to observe specific models, practices, and templates that 
their colleagues in other districts have successfully implemented in areas such as teacher 
evaluation, school improvement strategies, alternative compensation plans, and building district and 
communitywide support for labor-management collaboration.  

Improving Organizational Trust and Communication 

Underscoring the desire many leaders have to establish a culture that is hospitable to collaboration, 
80 percent of survey respondents wanted external assistance that would improve organizational 
trust and communication. Specifically, they wanted help with conflict resolution, joint-leadership, and 
collaboration strategies. Several respondents wanted to learn how they could share information 
more effectively, particularly in areas such as teacher and school performance. Several individuals 
also expressed interest in strategies to improve public perceptions of teachers, unions, and the 
bargaining process.  

Financial Knowledge and Budget Transparency 

Seventy-six percent of survey respondents wanted to learn how they could achieve greater 
transparency and understanding of the budgeting process. Many interviewees said lack of 
confidence in the budget’s accuracy was a persistent distraction, creating unhealthy tensions and 
eroding trust. Virtually all interviewees said the recent budget crisis had dominated stakeholder 
discussions. As one school board leader noted, “When you spend all your time wondering about 
finance, you don’t spend time being innovative and gearing your work toward student achievement.”   

Interest-Based Bargaining 

Many interviewees said any help they might receive negotiating contracts in a more collaborative 
fashion would be helpful. Sixty-three percent of survey respondents expressed interest in interest-
based bargaining to focus attention on common interests rather than opposing positions. One union 
leader remarked: “We’ve never done interest-based bargaining, and some people see it as ‘pie in 
the sky,’ saying it will never work. But, how [else] can we move forward if we are not thinking about 
agreements that benefit everyone?”  

Fostering Collaborative Leadership 

Several interviewees thought the collaborative skills of their districts’ administrators and teacher 
leaders could be strengthened. Leadership training could build trust and communication, improve 
decision-making processes, and build a culture in which collaboration would thrive. 
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Summary 

Labor and management leaders want technical assistance in various areas, including budgets, 
leadership practices, and bargaining methods. Meaningful labor-management assistance is not only 
technical. Survey respondents and interviewees want assistance in building more trusting, 
supportive, and innovative district cultures. They want to interact with skilled facilitators who can help 
build collegial relationships and opportunities to network with other successful districts. Specific 
recommendations for external assistance are provided in Section 5.  
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Section 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 

The 12 presenting districts featured at the Denver conference provide strong evidence that labor-
management collaboration can improve students’ academic outcomes. Through collaborative 
partnerships, these districts have adopted cutting-edge evaluation systems and innovative programs 
to strengthen instruction and leadership; boosted learning time for students and collaboration time 
for teachers; and crafted new, student-centered policies on teacher assignments, transfers, and 
workforce reductions.  
 
These same districts are used over and over as exemplars of effective labor-management 
collaboration, because the number of districts that practice this collaboration remains small. Until last 
year’s Denver conference, no large-scale national or statewide initiatives have supported expanding 
labor-management collaboration.  
 
This study’s findings show that such support is vital given the extraordinary challenges districts must 
overcome in adopting this approach. Districts in the early stage of collaboration require high levels of 
trust and communication. Stakeholders must adopt different leadership styles and a new mindset 
that the “other side” is a partner, not an adversary. Collaboration requires considerably more time—a 
commodity that is often in short supply—for leaders to meet, research options, problem solve, and 
develop buy-in from stakeholder groups. And powerful individuals—both inside and outside the 
district—can undermine efforts to change, especially in the fragile beginning stages.  
 
The change that is required is nothing short of a change in district culture: the beliefs, norms, 
assumptions, and habits of every individual and group. Even though the current culture may not be 
working in many districts, its familiarity is comforting to some people. Change is risky. Things could 
get worse; people could lose power. A key reason for the Denver conference’s success is that 
leaders were able to see what labor-management collaboration looks like, hearing and interacting 
with leaders in similar roles who took risks and are succeeding.  
 
If labor-management collaboration is to become the rule and not the exception in America’s school 
districts, new support systems are necessary. Districts will need access to networks in their regions 
so they can learn about collaborative strategies and obtain prompt assistance from nearby educators 
who have faced similar challenges. The regional satellites of the Teachers Union Reform Network 
have provided such support on a small scale for several years, and recent Gates Foundation funding 
has enabled them to expand this work. Districts will also need support that is not yet widely 
available, like customized technical assistance from experienced experts, and leadership 
development for school board members, district office personnel, and labor leaders. Furthermore, 
additional research must be conducted to ensure districts have ready access to a rich and 
expanding knowledge base of effective collaboration practices, sample contract language, 
memoranda of understanding, and informal agreements that are associated with improved academic 
performance. 
 
This study’s findings have led to the following specific recommendations for conference planners, 
district and labor leaders, and technical assistance providers.  
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Recommendations for Conference Planners 

Survey and interview data suggest that the Denver labor-management conference achieved several 
important goals. Most respondents appreciated the event’s structure and content, and they made 
considerable progress on collaboration after they returned home. They also provided insights into 
ways future labor-management conferences can provide even greater value to district and union 
leaders. Below are six recommendations for conference organizers planning future events: 
 
Broaden participation to other stakeholder groups—Invite leaders from state-level organizations 
that represent school boards, teacher unions, administrators, and families and provide presentations 
that will enable them to support labor-management collaboration. 
 
Include presentations from a more diverse set of districts—Ensure balanced participation from 
urban, suburban, and rural districts as well as large and small districts. Identify and invite presenters 
from districts involved in various stages of collaboration (i.e., not yet ready, preliminary, and 
advanced stages of collaboration).   
 
Present background on the early stages of district collaboration—Ask presenters to describe 
the events and actions that enabled them to collaborate in the first place. Consider inviting former 
superintendents, union leaders, or board members to talk about the triggers and barriers involved 
with the initiation of labor-management collaboration. 
 
Provide more time for facilitated dialogue and planning—Provide ample time for districts to set 
goals and develop detailed action plans. Use facilitators to guide this process and allow districts to 
obtain feedback on their plans from other district leaders.   
 
Provide districts with post-conference support and resources—Ensure that districts have the 
necessary support to implement their action plans effectively and a way to share progress, raise 
questions, and obtain support. Establish a clearinghouse to disseminate research and other 
resources on labor-management collaboration.   
 
Implement networking strategies—Coordinate conference calls, online meetings, and regional 
face-to-face meetings that will maintain connections between conference participants. Encourage 
districts to integrate these networking opportunities with local collaboration events and initiatives.8

Recommendations for District Labor and Management Leaders 

 

Labor-management collaboration is shaped by a range of factors related to organizational resources, 
interpersonal relationships, external policies, and political interests. Interviewees spoke about being 
caught up in larger systemic problems that prevented them from focusing on agreements that affect 
student learning. Because collaboration is complex and challenging, it will be most successful where 

                                                   
8 The Teachers Union Reform Network (TURN), whose mission is “ to expand the scope of collective bargaining to include 
instructional and professional issues,” works with districts that want additional support for their collaboration efforts. TURN’s regional 
satellites meet regularly throughout the year and welcome labor-management teams (teachers, local teacher unions, district 
administrators, and board members) who want to participate. 
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stakeholders have access to effective collaboration practices and high-quality external assistance. 
Although this report does not provide a formal model for successful labor-management collaboration, 
it offers a number of promising practices for districts working to establish or strengthen collaboration. 
The following recommendations for district labor and management leaders are based on survey 
responses and interviews:   
 
Bring all key stakeholders to the table to focus on student learning—Devote time to do joint 
planning and schedule meetings to ensure broad-based participation in the planning, 
implementation, and evaluation of student-centered initiatives. Establish norms to guide stakeholder 
interactions.  
 
Seek external assistance to assess needs and address tough problems—Partner with a neutral 
third party who possesses knowledge of local issues and who will assess the needs that must be 
met for successful collaboration. Ensure consensus on the selection and role of the third-party 
consultant and treat the consultant as a collaborative partner rather than an external entity.  
 
Seek out formal and informal opportunities to increase trust—Hold formal working retreats or 
offsite meetings about less contentious topics of mutual interest. Support informal opportunities for 
dialogue; make time for social events outside of the normal work environment to strengthen trust and 
create opportunities for informal networking and problem solving. 
 
Cultivate collaborative leadership districtwide—Work together to identify critical collaborative 
leadership skills and participate in joint-leadership training opportunities. Incorporate collaborative 
leadership expectations into administrative recruitment and union election processes. Extend 
collaborative leadership training to schools throughout the district, and provide new leaders with a 
labor-management collaboration orientation. 
 
Foster productive and respectful dialogue—Work together to develop and document norms, 
ground rules, and procedures for speaking about difficult topics. Consider working with a neutral 
third party to identify best practices for addressing conflict. Make collaborative agreements and 
norms visible to a wide range of stakeholders. 
 
Share and document stakeholder interests and concerns—Take the time to document important 
ideas, decisions, and agreements and provide regular updates to constituents. Continue to take 
regular meeting notes and formalize agreements, even when trust is high and collaboration is strong. 
 
Seek training and coaching for interest-based bargaining—Identify external assistance related 
to interest-based bargaining and make sure to proceed only if and when all parties agree on the new 
bargaining approach. Turn to other districts that have successfully implemented interest-based 
bargaining for ideas and recommendations. 
 
Help external constituencies learn about labor-management collaboration—Coordinate labor-
management events for stakeholders to learn about other districts’ successful practices. Develop 
formal collaborative commitments with external constituencies (i.e., city leaders, regional union 
representatives) whenever possible. 
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Avoid fatal half-measures and implement systemic solutions—Develop new plans and initiatives 
only after jointly analyzing the problems, consulting with network partners, and carefully considering 
relevant research. Develop and implement a detailed action plan and proceed when there is the 
capacity to be successful. Monitor implementation frequently and intervene early when difficulties 
arise.  

Recommendations for Technical Assistance Providers 

Survey respondents and interviewees voiced a strong interest in technical assistance, and they 
recommended numerous design strategies, such as onsite needs assessments by trusted third 
parties, coaching, regional conferences, and ongoing activities with network partners. In many 
cases, technical assistance was described as a distinctly local challenge requiring a customized 
approach. Respondents from smaller districts spoke frequently about the benefits of peer learning 
opportunities and highly customized “train-the-trainer” models of technical assistance. Specific 
recommendations for technical assistance providers include:  
 
Assess the strengths and weaknesses of local collaboration practices—Conduct a 
comprehensive assessment of collaboration needs and identify factors that directly or indirectly 
impact student learning. Identify district and community assets that can be leveraged to increase 
collaboration.    
 
Envision and build a districtwide culture of collaboration and trust—Help districts establish 
basic norms to guide professional interactions; and help build trust that will emerge slowly after 
stakeholders commit to these norms, monitor progress, and see evidence that the norms have been 
followed.  
 
Create new opportunities for more personal and informal interactions—Help district leaders 
structure safe conversations around previously undiscussable topics. Help identify important ground 
rules and procedures for addressing unanticipated conflicts.  
 
Tap into local knowledge and experience—Customize external assistance to address local 
interests and challenges. Encourage local consultants to participate wherever possible, and non-
local experts should take adequate time to understand local issues.  
 
Develop key leadership skills for collaboration—Provide leadership training and coaching 
opportunities. Focus assistance on topics such as effective meeting facilitation, stakeholder 
engagement strategies, conflict resolution, and collaborative negotiation strategies. 
 
Identify, select, and implement effective collaboration practices—Provide appropriate options 
and establish network partners who can provide ongoing mutual support, because selecting 
collaboration strategies is a daunting task, and local stakeholders with little experience should not 
have to invent their own.  
 
Initiate and maintain constructive dialogue with external constituents—Help stakeholders 
interact positively with external constituents, including community organizations and state 
organizations that represent unions, administrators, parents, and school boards. Help to initiate and 
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facilitate meetings, if necessary, and share information about labor-management collaboration 
benefits.  
 
Obtain funding or other resources, such as time, to strengthen collaboration—Help set 
priorities and seek resources, after assessing needs, so that districts have the time and resources to 
identify and adopt new practices.  
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Appendix – Methodology 

Data for this study were obtained through an online survey, conducted by WestEd, of the 
superintendents, labor leaders, and school board presidents who participated in the Denver 
conference, as well as in-depth, follow-up telephone interviews with a portion of the survey 
respondents.  
 
In February 2012, approximately one year after the conference, WestEd researchers sent email 
messages to 478 superintendents, labor leaders, and school board presidents representing 150 
school districts that participated in the conference.9 With 62 emails returned as “undeliverable,” we 
assume that 416 individuals received our invitation to participate in the survey. Of those who likely 
received the invitation, 151 people, or 36 percent, participated in the survey. Twenty-two of these 
respondents were from districts that presented at the conference. We did not include their responses 
in our analysis of the conference’s value, but we included them in our analyses of factors that can 
affect collaboration and technical assistance needs.10

 

 We received a relatively balanced distribution 
of responses from district labor leaders (39 percent), district superintendents (34 percent), and board 
presidents (27 percent). Survey questions focused on stakeholders’ conference experiences, post-
conference collaboration progress, and technical assistance interests. We also asked survey 
respondents whether they would be willing to participate in a follow-up interview about their labor-
management collaboration experiences. Approximately 120 respondents expressed a willingness to 
participate in these interviews. 

In selecting individuals for telephone interviews, we sent emails to over half of all survey 
respondents who had agreed to participate in the study’s second phase. The pool of interview 
candidates represented a balanced distribution of labor leaders, superintendents, and board 
presidents from small, suburban, and large school districts. Some interview questions differed based 
on the interviewees’ survey responses. For example, interviewees who reported a lack of readiness 
to collaborate were asked about obstacles to collaboration, while interviewees who reported strong 
collaboration were asked about factors that helped them achieve and maintain their current level of 
success. Researchers used descriptive statistical analyses on survey responses to reveal trends 
and content analysis to identify themes across responses to specific interview questions.  
 
 
 
 
  

                                                   
9 Most districts sent three individuals. Districts making presentations at the conference sent more than three.  
10 Conference presenters did not attend breakout sessions or meet as teams to debrief and develop action plans.  
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Purpose – This paper seeks to analyze how institutional arrangements and discourses shape law
enforcement professionalization efforts, to identify opportunities and potential problems associated
with professionalization, and to propose research to address practitioner interests in education and
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for law enforcement.
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Introduction
Although it is tempting to rush head-on into a new era of law enforcement standards
and training, efforts to enact large-scale advances in this area encounter complex, often
unanticipated problems. A move to further professionalize law enforcement will
necessarily be shaped by existing ideas about what it means to work in and attain a
particular status in the law enforcement community. These ideas are, in turn, shaped
by broader understandings of what it means to be a professional in the USA. This
article explores these broader understandings, as they exist in discourses in society.
Understanding these discourses will help to identify important barriers to law
enforcement professionalization efforts, and illuminate potential accountability
concerns. This article will:

. surface social and political processes that shape occupational status in the US;

. identify and analyze institutional arrangements and discourses that shape law
enforcement professionalization efforts;

. identify opportunities and potential problems associated with more
professionalized law enforcement; and

. propose research that extends the study of law enforcement professionalization.

First, this article reviews efforts to professionalize law enforcement and forge new ties
with higher education. It goes on to review professionalization as a constantly evolving
and often disputed concept (Haber, 1993; Fischer, 2009) understood and enacted
through discourse (Cheney and Ashcraft, 2007; Kuhn, 2009). Next, it explores existing
and emergent discourses about the work of law enforcement with attention to how
these discourses engage commonly held ideas about professionalism. Finally, it draws
from previous scholarship to identify potentially problematic aspects of a more
professionalized law enforcement workforce. This article aims to generate discussion
among practitioners and academics and recommends a path for professional
development and future research that supports more meaningful and accountable law
enforcement.

Background
Higher education
The debate about higher education requirements for law enforcement officers has been
ongoing for nearly 100 years (Adams, 1976; Carte, 1972; President’s Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967). Measures of educational
requirements and the impact of education on policing tend to be the focal point of
professionalization efforts and arguments for and against change. This section reviews
notable scholarship in this area and argues that educational standards alone offer an
insufficient condition for assessing professional status, and even when increased
educational law enforcement standards are advocated, they are substantially different
from those associated with familiar professions like medicine, law, or architecture.

Higher education standards were called for by the President’s Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice in 1967 and many have echoed this call
(Carter et al., 1989; Travis, 1995). More recently, empirical studies have considered the
impact of scholarly education on law enforcement outcomes such as arrest rates and
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use of force (Rydberg and Terrill, 2010) and complaints against police (Mayo, 2006).
There is also a robust literature calling for scholarly education for law enforcement
officers based on general commitments to education (Mayo, 2006), an interest in
consistency with other professional preparation pathways (Buerger, 2004), and
generalized calls for betterment (Landahl, 2009). Despite these efforts, consistent
educational standards beyond graduation from high school are uncommon.

With very few exceptions, law enforcement education regulatory standards remain
low throughout the US (Carter et al., 1989). The International Association of Directors
of Law Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST) publishes the Sourcebook
which reports survey results on minimum regulatory standards for state and
municipal law enforcement officers by state nationwide. In its most recent edition
(IADLEST, 2005), Question 32 asked, “The minimum education requirement to be
appointed a criminal justice officer is:” and the response options included, “None”
“Associates Degree” “High School or GED” “Bachelor Degree” and “Some College”
(p. 22). IADLEST reported 45 responses to this question (Alaska, Georgia, Hawaii, New
Jersey, and Texas did not respond). Of the 45 responses, 42 states reported “High
School or GED” as the minimum education required for appointment. Ohio reported
“None” and Minnesota and Wisconsin reported “Associates Degree” (p. 22). In his
analysis of state regulation in the US, Teske (2004) describes the purpose of regulatory
standards as a barrier to entry and notes that education is one of the common barriers
for professional practice. In the case of law enforcement, this barrier is set quite low.
This is consistent with Teske’s (2004, p. 2) “race to the bottom” concept wherein
regulations are minimized in order to attract participants to the industry.

Law enforcement standards are also notably inconsistent in the US in terms of
scholarly education (Carte, 1969; Carter et al., 1989). While no state requires a
bachelor’s degree for entry-level law enforcement officers such as police officers or
deputy sheriffs, some individual law enforcement agencies and two states require some
level of scholarly education (Hickman and Reaves, 2006). The Police Association for
College Education (PACE, 2006) has tracked these individualized standards and
published a list of departments that require four-year degrees or other scholarly
education. Still, a brief review of the PACE list indicates considerable variability. For
example, the Arlington Texas Police Department (2010) requires officers to have a
bachelor’s degree from an accredited college. The Redlands California Police
Department requires officers to have 90 college credits (City of Redlands, 2008). But
neither of these requirements specify that the college education needs to be in criminal
justice or any other specific subject area. Unlike physicians, lawyers, or engineers who
typically study specific subject matter, law enforcement officers – even when required
to take scholarly courses of studys – have no specific disciplinary requirements. For
example, Dr Theron Bowman, Chief of the Arlington Texas Police Department, has a
bachelor’s degree in biology (Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement
Agencies, 2010) and James Bueermann, Chief of the Redlands California Police
Department, has dual bachelor’s degrees in sociology and criminal justice (California
State University, San Bernardino, 2009).

On the whole, law enforcement has maintained little to no historical relationship
with colleges and universities (Adams, 1976; Janeksela, 1981; Scott, 2009; Vogel and
Gamache, 1981). To be sure, notable exceptions exist. The programs at John Jay
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College, Sam Houston State University, and the University of California, Berkeley have
longstanding ties to law enforcement practitioners. Overall though, the relationship
between law enforcement and criminal justice is often tenuous. At least anecdotally,
criminal justice scholarship is often disconnected from criminal justice practice (Vogel
and Gamache, 1981), and when a connection does exist, it is frequently critical or even
adversarial. The relationship between lawyers and law schools, physicians and
medical schools, architects and schools of architecture, is quite different. These schools
exist primarily to produce lawyers, doctors, and architects. This is not true of schools
of criminal justice or criminology as they “are not uniform in either content or in
general philosophy and purpose” (Birzer and Palmiotto, 2002, p. 204). While all
hospitals require physicians to have medical degrees, just 1 percent of police agencies
require a college degree for officers (Hickman and Reaves, 2006). Therefore, it is not
surprising that graduates of criminal justice/criminology programs work in a variety
of occupations and the evidence suggests that there is no scholarly field, discipline, or
major primarily designed to prepare law enforcement officers for their career.

Professions versus trades/crafts
In part, because of this lack of scholarly grounding and the resultant focus on
practice-based skill development and a form of apprenticeship, some authors have
identified law enforcement as a trade or craft (Bumgarner, 2002; Champion and Hooper,
2003). Others contend that law enforcement has evolved into a profession (Crank, 1990).
To explore its status and situate law enforcement among other vocations, it is useful to
compare it to two other vocations: para-medicine and cosmetology.

In the case of paramedics, consistent national standards have been established
(Salzman et al., 2007). The standards, measured via competency, are estimated to
require 1,000-1,200 hours of training (Cason, 1999). For law enforcement officers and
cosmetologists, a convenience sample of the largest states in the US (by population)
(n ! 10) is used to compare the requisite minimum number of hours of training required
in each state (as determined by referencing the appropriate regulatory web sites). The
mean minimum number of training hours required was 576.5 for law enforcement
officers and 1,405 for cosmetologists. Using the lower estimate for paramedic training
hours (1,000) suggests that on average they train 1.7 times longer than law enforcement
officers, while cosmetologists train 2.4 times longer. While it is worth noting that these
data reflect minimum standards and thats – at least in the case of law enforcements –
some training locations exceed the minimum hours (Commission on Peace Officer
Standards and Training, 2009), this study compares the “barriers to entry” (Teske, 2004)
and presents a prima facie case based on those differences.

Since the broad move toward increased law enforcement standards in the 1970s and
1980s, minimum required training hours have remained relatively stable in law
enforcement (Rojek et al., 2007). At the same time, the industry has experienced a great
deal of change (Bumgarner, 2002; Crank, 1990)s – especially since the September 11th
terrorist attacks (Buerger, 2004; Landahl, 2009). Subject matter requirements have
increased notably while training hours have remained constant. In California, for
example, many new requirements were added to the minimum basic training
curriculum while the total minimum hours remained constant (Commission on Peace
Officer Standards and Training, 2007; Rojek et al., 2007). Adding new components
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without increasing the minimum number of training hours has meant that the training
periods for other content areas have had to be shortened.

This review of law enforcement education and training requirements indicates that
there is no consistent and coherent body of scholarly knowledge that law enforcement
officers can draw from. There are some studies that make compelling arguments for
higher levels of education (Mayo, 2006; Schneider, 2009). There are also arguments that
new technologies, threats, and social complexity necessitate higher levels of education
(Buerger, 2004; Landahl, 2009). Still, little traction has been gained over the past several
decades in terms of nationwide trends (Scott, 2009). What else can explain the
ambivalent relationship between law enforcement and higher education? The
following sections describe the role of social discourse in shaping and constraining
efforts to professionalize occupations in general, and law enforcement in particular.

Professionalism and discourse
Discourse
Professions don’t just exist; they are enacted in intentional, and sometimes
unintentional ways, by people in workplaces and communities. For example, a
statement like “campus police officers aren’t real cops” influences how people view
both law enforcement officers and campus police as a distinct category in the law
enforcement occupation. In this sense, professions are not fixed and natural entities,
but rather institutional and social understandings that are constantly being created,
challenged, and reshaped through social interactions. Numerous social science scholars
have identified relationships between discourses – generally in the form of
organizational talk and textss – and how individuals come to understand professions
and their own work within these professions (Cheney and Ashcraft, 2007; Fischer,
2009; Hardy et al., 2000; Kuhn, 2009; Perrotta, 2006). According to Cheney and Ashcraft
(2007, p. 153), “seen through a communicative lens, the professional becomes less an
instantiation of given or established structural categories and more a set of discursive
and material processes by which various aspects of social identity and relations are
constantly enforced and renegotiated”.

Localized discourse is influenced by larger organizational and societal
understandings:

Strategic actors cannot simply produce a discourse to suit their immediate needs and, instead,
must locate their discursive activities within a meaningful context if they are to shape and
construct action . . . Consequently, if we want to explain how discourses operate, we must
examine the broader context in order to ascertain the scope that it provides for action, as well
as limits it places on action (Hardy et al., 2000, p. 1228).

Gee (1999) distinguished between two kinds of discourse:

(1) localized language-in-use; and

(2) the combination of language with other social practices such as values,
ideologies, and customs by referring to the former as “little d” discourse and the
latter as “big D” discourse.

For Gee, “‘Big D’ discourses are always language plus ‘other stuff’” (p. 126). Being a
type of American workers – executive, student, day laborer or something as specific as
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a law enforcement officers – are all Discourses according to Gee. The relationship
between big D and little d discourse means that everyday little d talk will have more
resonance if it is consonant with larger Big D discourses. This helps to explain why the
statement “law enforcement officers are like physicists” isn’t likely to gain much social
traction while the statement “cops are brave” had particular resonance for many New
Yorkers after 9/11. A simple Google search beginning with the term “police are . . . ”
leads to pop-up topics such as: “police are not obligated to protect you,” “police are not
your friends,” “police are corrupt,” “police are out of control,” “police are my favorite
people,” and “police are useless.” Although these phrases are outcomes of prior internet
searches, they indicate how larger societal discourses about law enforcement
potentially shape and support particular understandings of the industry. When a law
enforcement officer shrugs off negative comments about the industry, or becomes
visibly defensive in response to such comments, he or she is engaged in “little d”
discourse that responds to a larger “big D” discourse. When a member of the public
repeatedly encounters particular statements and stories about law enforcement in the
media, his or her perception might be changed or reinforced by this “big D” discourse.
To reduce confusion, this article will refer to “little d” discourse simply as discourse
and to “big D” discourse as public discourse hereinafter.

Defining professionalism
What does it means to be a professional? Are professions determined by levels of
education or by particular forms of service? Are well-educated workers necessarily
professionals? How, and under what circumstances, do some occupations become
thought of as professions? Professionalization has never been a static state of affairss
– it is, rather, a constantly evolving and often disputed concept (Cheney and Ashcraft,
2007; Fischer, 2009; Haber, 1993; Macdonald, 1995). Major historical shifts have
influenced public understandings of what qualifies as a profession, and different
nations have exhibited varied approaches to professionalization over time. Haber
(1993) points out that public support for professionalization has ebbed and waned
based, at least in part, on political and economic trends. For example, a strong
emphasis on public participation might undermine the expert practices of practitioners
while entrepreneurial activities often support the formation of new professions.

Education is central to most accounts of professionalization (Wilensky, 1964). Haber
(1993) shows how an emphasis on liberal arts education during the 18th century
strongly favored the upper classes. He also shows how early professional claims of
authority and honor were buttressed by new licensing legislation that conferred
legitimacy to professional practitioners during the late 19th century. According to
Macdonald (1995), the state played a more modest role in conferring monopoly powers
to professions in the United States because educational institutions were viewed as
conferring necessary legitimacy. During the second half of the twentieth century, a
rapidly expanding service economy led to the development of many new jobs and
training programs. Etzioni (1969) suggests that this resulted in new semi-professionss
– workers who aspired to be professionals and mirrored many professional practices
without having the traditional authority or honor necessary to achieve recognized
professional status. Examples include school teachers, nurses, and social workers.
These blurred boundaries suggest that education levels are, on their own, insufficient
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markers for constructing or recognizing professional status. At a time when over 25
percent of US citizens hold a bachelor’s degree or higher (Crissey, 2009), a liberal arts
education is not a particularly reliable indicator of professionalization.

Historically, professions have often been associated with a sense of public good or
service (Haber, 1993; Wilensky, 1964). With honor and authority come responsibilities
to the people utilizing professional services. Professionals typically work with great
autonomy and limited oversight in exchange for providing trustworthy advice and
assistance to the public. Fischer (2009, p. 20) states that “Professional practices, in
short, have traditionally rested on a set of understandings about trust and good faith
between the practitioners and the general citizenry”. Professionals derive status from
their relationships with the public, however, the nature of these relationships have
frequently been challenged. During the Progressive Era, Dewey (1927) called for
professionals to do more than dispense technical advice; he urged them to become
engaged in facilitating democratic deliberation and education for citizens. Hummel
(1994) describes how professionalism in civil service coincided with new bureaucratic
features as a way to organize the work of civil servants. New technologies have also
reshaped professional expectations and generated new training expectations with the
advent of nanotechnology in the medical field or forecasting software in economics, for
example (Borup et al., 2006).

During the 1980s and 1990s an expanding market economy helped to generate new
public discourses about professions. Enterprise goals and values began to restructure
occupational classifications and reshape professional expectations. Haber (1993) cites
impressive benefits of industrial productivity, but also expresses concerns that central
benefits of professionalization may be lost in the process:

This has not been achieved without cost. Intrinsic to that achievement was the development
of less-gratifying work and the exclusion of a larger, more elevated purpose for economic
endeavor. The leading professions in bringing ideals and predispositions of an earlier era into
the modern world strove to retain what the market economy relinquished. Professions, of
course, are occupations and therefore can be understood, in part, as economic interest groups.
Yet they offer much more than economic betterments – they offer a way of life (Haber, 1993,
p. 1586).

Whereas Haber views this market-oriented emphasis as a potential threat to
professionals, du Gay (2004, pp. 299-300) views enterprise (public) discourse as
dramatically reshaping preferred models of organizations and professions. According
to du Gay, boundaries between government and commercial activities have become
blurred and new professional public discourse emphasizes “initiative, risk-taking,
self-reliance and personal responsibility” in pursuit of entrepreneurial goals. Within
this context, professionals such as physicians, who have typically acted with great
autonomy, are being pushed to emphasize profit and efficiency as primary values
(Lammers and Geist, 1997). A number of government practices have become more
entrepreneurial and most recognized government professions have corresponding
private sector opportunities (Dewatripont et al., 1999). In law enforcement, for example,
parking enforcement programs are now frequently expected to generate revenues
equal or greater to their costs. In the past, these same programs were intended to
regulate parking. Fines (i.e. parking tickets) were levied to discourage improper
parking, not to generate revenue. Additionally, law enforcement generally lacks
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corresponding private sector employment. While an attorney, physician, or engineer
can typically perform the same work in the public or private sectors, law enforcement
officers do not have corresponding private sector options. One might consider security
guards or private detectives, however a brief job task analysis quickly reveals stark
differences in public trust, accountability, and overall importance that distinguishes
law enforcement officers.

Pragmatic concerns within occupations have also mobilized occupational members
to advocate professionalization by deploying resources with the goal of “collective
social mobility” (Macdonald, 1995, p. 51, emphasis deleted). Etzioni (1969) suggests
that most workers employed in semi-professions actively seek professional status as an
alternative to being perceived as a part of the non-professional or blue-color workforce.
Just as the “personal is the political,” the “professional is the political.” Workers seek to
mimic professional occupations in their talk and actions in an effort to receive many of
the same social benefits achieved by full professionals. What it is to be professional can
be understood, at least in part, by watching what it is that people actually say or do
when they evoke professional status. A simple phrase such as “that is so
unprofessional” sheds light on taken-for-granted aspects of professionalism related to a
particular occupational group.

Although it is impossible to account fully for the multifaceted and evolving status of
the professional, this work is committed to keeping complexity in mind as it explores
the nature of law enforcement professionalization. The following assumptions drawn
from the above literatures will be used as a baseline for exploring law enforcement’s
often disputed occupational status:

. professions are characterized by specified levels of education aligned with
specific bodies of scholarly knowledge as a necessary, but insufficient, condition;

. a public discourse of trust has typically ensured a great deal of work autonomy
in exchange for certain educational and ethical commitments, but these
discourses are being reshaped by enterprise interests; and

. the everyday discourse of professionals in the workplace simultaneously draws
on larger public discourses while potentially challenging or reshaping these
same public discourses.

Public discourse and law enforcement
Public discourses shape what it means to be a professional, and help to determine the
extent to which an occupation is widely thought of as a profession. According to Haber
(1993), in the US early discourses about professionalism were based largely on claims
of authority and honor conferred, at least in part, by the state through licensing
legislation. A social contract ensured that professionals would work with a reasonable
level of autonomy so long as they engaged in scholarly study to achieve particular
licensing standards. During the late nineteenth century, several important professional
associations emerged, including the American Medical Association (Baker et al., 1999),
the American Bar Association (Abel and Lewis, 1988), and the American Institute of
Architects (2001). During the same time period, however, police staffing was still
subject to the spoils system and formal law enforcement training was essentially
nonexistent (Vollmer, 1933). This meant that law enforcement was not engaged in
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professional public discourses and institutional arrangements associated with
emerging professions and their particular bodies of knowledge.

Haber (1993) also pointed out that professional rank structure, popularly accepted in
Britain, did not transition well to the US. Law enforcement, with its paramilitary rank
structure, did not provide professional development opportunities for a large
percentage of its rank and file members. Early twentieth century theories related to
classical management only served to strengthen divisions between management and
non-management employees in heavily hierarchical organizations. Taylor’s scientific
management discourse emphasized gaps between small groups of educated managers
and larger groups of workers with limited access to education. While Weber’s theory of
bureaucracy challenged existing spoils systems, it also encouraged hierarchical offices
and a clear and fixed division of labor (Handel, 2003). This disparity of educational
advantage made it difficult for all but a small number of law enforcement managers to
achieve any form of professional status:

Civil service control is gradually resulting in a professionalized police service, and men start
at the bottom of the ranks and work up to the top positions in the administrative and
executive branches, proceeding through the several grades of civil service examinations. Los
Angeles holds examinations for all positions in the service, including deputy chiefs, the
assistant chief, and the chief of police. This method of selection has the advantage of
guaranteeing that the executive heads have been professionally trained for their positions.
(Vollmer, 1933, p. 162, emphasis added).

Discourses about professional standardization of government services have also
existed in tension with discourses related to federalism in the US (Bonta, 2002). Kuhn
(2009) urges scholars to attend to how multiple discourses intersect to shape
organizational and worker identity. Studies of law enforcement should not therefore
assume one cohesive public discourse, but the likelihood of multiple competing and/or
reinforcing public discourses. In this case, public discourses related to standardized
educational expertise conflict with public discourses related to federalism. Professional
standardization typically requires the state to implement and enforce regulations that
are passed down from higher to lower levels of government (Teske, 2004). The
founders of the American government, however, envisioned strong state and local
governments and minimally intrusive regulation from the federal government
(Middlekauff, 2005). There has been much debate about the nature and scope of these
relationships over the past two centuries, and efforts to establish law enforcement
standards have been shaped, in part, by public antipathy towards a more federally
regulated police force (Bonta, 2002).

During the latter part of the twentieth century, a rapidly expanding market
economy also contributed to new discourses of managerialism and enterprise with
implications for organizations and occupations. Deetz (1992) describes managerialism
as follows:

The control drive of managerialism seeks the medium of its extension, and money is it. In
doing so, everything that cannot be adequately translated into money is implicitly
suppressed (Deetz, 1992, p. 235).

For du Gay (1997, p. 299), the neo-liberal discourse of enterprise constitutes a “new
rationality of organizational governance” that “blurs traditional distinctions” (du
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Gay, 1997, p. 307) between government and commercial spheres. These discourses
helped to generate and reinforce New Public Management (NPM)s – a business-like,
bottom line-oriented approach to public management. Osborne and Gaebler (1992)
extended initial NPM to suggest that government should be run like a business with
smaller public components and external service contracts. This emphasis on
business and efficiency is problematic for law enforcement since efficiency has
never been a primary goal of regulation (Fort and Rosenman, 1993) or public service
(Newland, 2003).

Traditionally, law enforcement has functioned as a bureaucracy with significant
systems of oversight and strict procedural rules and regulations (Schneider, 2009).
Discourses of managerialism and enterprise coupled with a NPM approach are leading
to new public-private security partnerships, but also to greater uncertainty about the
boundaries of law enforcement knowledge and work (Bayley and Shearing, 1996). The
role of Blackwater security contractors in Iraq is a familiar corollary. According to a
report on “The New Structure of Policing,” prepared for the United States Department
of Justice by Bayley and Shearing (2000), there are fundamental distinctions between
public and private providers of police services, and this is changing the role of public
law enforcement:

Policing is being reconstructed worldwide. Its distinguishing features are (a) the separation of
those who authorize policing from those who do it and (b) the transference of both functions
away from government . . . Many non-governmental providers now perform the same tasks
as the public police (Bayley and Shearing, 2000, p. 3).

Although public and private providers perform the same tasks, they employ distinctive
practices. Specifically, governmental providers tend to prevent crime through punishing;
non-governmental providers through exclusion and the regulation of access . . . in response to
the restructuring of policing, the role of the public police may be changing significantly
(Bayley and Shearing, 2000, p. 4).

Bayley and Shearing (2000) call upon governments to safeguard justice, equity, and
service quality in light of these transformations. They introduce potentially negative
consequences associated with the professionalization of law enforcement, and argue
that steps to professionalize police services have already impacted the public in
negative ways: “police officers no longer engaged in community-based crime
prevention; they became specialists in law enforcement” (Bayley and Shearing, 2000,
pp. 48-9). Bayley and Shearing warn readers that an emphasis on “increasing
competition in the policing market leads all providers, public and private, to
exaggerate the danger from criminal activity” (Bayley and Shearing, 2000, p. 50). This
suggests that professional discourses are reinforced by powerful public discourses
related to both enterprise and risk. A public discourse of risk has been prevalent in the
wake of both the 9/11 Trade Center attacks and the Hurricane Katrina crisis, but this
public discourse is also consistent with sociological theories on risk society (Beck, 1992;
Giddens, 1999) articulated by scholars in the 1990s. These scholars suggested that risk
aversion now guides social interactions and policy decisions in significant ways. Law
enforcement is uniquely positioned at the nexus of public discourses related to
enterprise and risk. Hence, efforts to further professionalize and privatize the
occupation are likely to have significant consequences for how law enforcement enacts
public accountability.
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Everyday law enforcement discourse
Everyday occupational discourses also serve to construct, reaffirm, or dispute professional
status in relationship to larger public discourses. Cheney and Ashcraft (2007, p. 161)
suggest that professionalism should be studied as it is being enacted through even
mundane motionss – “how “real” people navigate the cultural codes of professionalism in
everyday life or how they respond in daily interaction across various contexts to
institutionalized expectations for professional demeanor”. Organizational communication
scholars look at everyday talk, artifacts, and rituals to better understand how professions
are enacted. These types of interactions shape occupational expectations, and they
reinforces – or compete withs – larger public discourses about professional work.

If a certain level of education is one prerequisite for professional status, to what
extent do law enforcement officers draw on particular bodies of knowledge to complete
their work? Education and training, or lack thereof, are enacted in countless everyday
situations. For example, an officer who encounters behaviors perceived as problematic
and/or a violation of law will need to interpret these behaviors in ways that correspond
with laws, best practices, and agency expectations. This officer will write reports and
collect evidence to link her/his observations to a larger legal system (e.g. violations of
statutes or criminal court proceedings). In doing so, do they evoke particular legal
texts? Do they regularly enact practices that require certain forms of expert knowledge
or training? What knowledge and/or resources do they draw on in making difficult,
highly subjective interpretations? For example, conversations in one online forum
about policing suggest competing everyday discourses about how new officers should
expect to learn field skills:

Keep two very important things in mind. Motor officers and Sgt’s speak directly to God. Keep
your ego in check as you will not breath without the approval of your FTO. In the old days a
rookie did not speak to veteran officers unless spoken to (chiefdennis, 2010).

Academies are good for teaching mechanics. Street smarts come from FTOs and those who
have BTDT (been there done that). Combine the two. We all still are learning every day, no
matter how long we have on the job. Always present yourself with the authority you
represent even if you are struggling (Sgt405, 2010).

If you are on a call and you are not a 100 percent sure of what the answer is or what the next
plan of action should be, give your FTO a plan of action or the best answer you can come up
with. You may be wrong but it shows that you were thinking and had an idea (maybe not the
right one) but you had an idea. Also remember your LAW BOOK is your best friend. If you
are unsure look in the book and 99 percent of the time you can find the answer to any crime
(ten8, 2010).

Close observations and interviews with officers will contribute significantly to current
understandings of the occupation and its relationship to education. Kuhn (2009)
recommends the use of interviews to supplement observation since research participants
will be more likely to reflect on the justifications for the common practices they engage in.

Physical artifacts also contribute to professional status. According to Dewey (1927,
p. 44), “tools and implements determine occupations, and occupations determine the
consequences of associated activity”. Law enforcement officers use a wide variety of
physical artifacts in carrying out their everyday work. From ticket books to TAZERs
and badges to in-car GPS units, they rely on particular artifacts to achieve
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organizational goals. It is important to explore how these artifacts mesh with larger
public understandings of professional work, and this requires a distinction between
front stage and back stage work performances. Goffman (1959) theorized that people
perform work or other activities on front stage when an outside audience is present,
and on back stage when they are only interacting with members of their own team. It
appears that, for law enforcement officers, particular artifacts are more likely to be
present during either front stage or back stage performances as illustrated in Table I.

Most members of the public only get rare glimpses of back stage law enforcement
artifacts in day-to-day life. In fact, these back stage artifacts are typically most
accessible to the public via popular media (Dowler and Zawilski, 2007; Perlmutter,
2000). Allen (2007) argues that television dramas like CSI generate misconceptions
about forensic tools and law enforcement, and Perlmutter (2000) and Allen (2007) both
suggests that media portrayals of policing can create inaccurate or unreasonable public
expectations about law enforcement work.

Law enforcement rituals might also be viewed in light of the front stage/back stage
distinction. In many law enforcement agencies, officers spend the majority of their time
driving on patrol (Berg, 1999). This activity is not typically associated with professional
status, and other driving-related occupations are generally associated with lower
occupational status (e.g. bus drivers, truck drivers, and cab drivers). Although officers
may frequently conduct research and report writing on in-car computers, this is not
something the public typically sees. If, on the other hand, an officer is found resting on
the side of the road, this is a publicly visible front stage performance. Whereas
physicians frequently have onsite rooms to allow for naps between shifts, law
enforcement officers rarely have access to private rest areas. Officers working patrol
shifts also have limited access to break rooms and few opportunities to interact with
colleagues while on the road. This has resulted in front stage coffee and snack rituals
that have contributed to public narratives about cops and donut shops (Klinger, 1997).
Officers are also in uniform as they perform these rituals so, unlike architects, engineers,
or lawyers, they are immediately identifiable even while on legitimate work breaks.
Public perceptions of law enforcement rituals – skewed towards front stage
performances and artifacts – are likely to align poorly with larger public discourses
about professional accountability, enterprise, and minimization of risk.

Discussion
This analysis challenges mainstream assumptions that professionalism is simply a
product of high educational standards and attainment. It also challenges the

Front stage Back stage

Patrol cars Computers
Badges Databases
Utility belts Evidence storage
Ticket books Policy manuals
Guns and TAZERs Communication centers
Uniforms Online communities
Handcuffs Forensic tools

Table I.
Types of performance
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conception that a high degree of professionalism represents an occupational panacea.
The value of taking a discourse-based approach to professional status is its ability to
reveal new insights about complex social relationships and the possibility of
unintended consequences related to professionalization. Professional status relies on
both changing public discourses and everyday on-the-job discourse. This approach
understands discourse as constitutive of larger social structures and arrangements.
The constitutive approach views a world in which individuals are “involved in the
process of creating and re-creating their unique social order” ( Jablin and Putnam, 2001,
p. xxi). In this case, discourse does not fix or determine relationships, but mediates
relationships so that “ideology is not merely ideational, but is enacted and embodied in
everyday practices” (Mumby, 2005, p. 238). This analysis has highlighted professional
discourse as the nexus between larger institutional structures and agency in localized
occupational settings.

Scholarly considerations
The primary contribution of this article is its extension of the analysis of law
enforcement professionalization efforts beyond consideration of educational standards
and a simple dualistic understanding of professional/non-professional status. First, it
highlights the significance of viewing professional education itself as about more than
specific degree programs or titles. Although education is an important precursor to
professional status, successful efforts to professionalize law enforcement will need
greater clarity as to the scholarly bodies of knowledge that contribute to professional
coherency. Education is a necessary, but insufficient, component of professional status.
Additionally, steep hierarchical rank structures common in law enforcement may serve
to reduce educational attainment and professional development opportunities for the
majority of officers. Future research considering law enforcement professionalization
and education should begin by critically assessing how curriculum and standards are
developed and by whom. Can or should criminal justice do more to serve as a scholarly
body for the law enforcement profession? If not, what other discipline(s) might serve in
this role?

Second, public discourses shape what counts as a profession. Discourses related to
federalism and local autonomy limit the extent to which law enforcement standards
can be established consistently across states and regions. Public discourses related to
enterprise and New Public Management make it difficult for law enforcement to
increase its professional status since traditional policing services and structures are not
oriented towards economic efficiency. A move to contract services out to private
security firms potentially fragments law enforcement duties and reduces
accountability to the public. Bayley and Shearing (2000, p. 67) found that
decentralized policing services potentially reduce the equality of protection and
make public oversight more challenging. They argue that market-based policing
systems pose significant threats to government itself: “if the distribution of policing
coincides with structural divisions of race and class, the legitimacy of government
itself may be jeopardized”. This also raises important questions about law
enforcement’s occupational status: how will blurred boundaries and fragmentation
of policing services shape the education, training, and everyday discourse of law
enforcement workers?
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Third, and related, is the idea that everyday discourse constantly shapes and
reshapes the nature of professions. Interpreted broadly, everyday discourse in the form
of talk, artifacts, and rituals helps to constitute both professional identity and public
perceptions about a given profession. In the case of law enforcement, much of the front
stage or publicly visible discourse fails to align with larger public discourses about
professionalism. Law enforcement officers frequently do their most technical and
intellectually-oriented work removed from the public eye. Publicly visible tools of the
trade are not typically associated with bodies of scholarly knowledge or enterprise, and
public narratives often pick up on the least professional aspects of law enforcement
work. More empirical studies should be undertaken by interdisciplinary teams to better
understand how everyday law enforcement discourse shapes officer identity and
public perceptions of policing. The outcomes of such research would have practical
implications related to the recruitment and retention of law enforcement officers as well
as to public-law enforcement community relations.

Most important is how critical reflection opens up spaces for interrogating
taken-for-granted assumptions about professionalism. Numerous studies indicate that
increased law enforcement standards and education bring certain benefits to law
enforcement workers, organizations, and communities (Carter et al., 1989; Mayo, 2006;
Travis, 1995), but is heavily professionalized law enforcement the only or best option?
This analysis suggests that there are both immediate and long-term reasons to
question or temper this assumption. On a practical note, there is significant political
debate over efforts to professionalize law enforcement. Advocates of higher
professional standards suggest that law enforcement officers with college-level
liberal arts educations are better critical thinkers, more sensitive to diversity in all its
forms, and more empathetic public servants (Mayo, 2006). Law enforcement
practitioners, who oppose increased educational standards and university
partnerships, often claim that it is either unnecessary or likely to generate barriers
to entry, and therefore, recruitment problems (Mayo, 2006). A longer-term perspective
suggests that potential unintended consequences of increased law enforcement
professionalism include reduced accountability and reduced public trust in law
enforcement (Bayley and Shearing, 2000). Van de Ven (2007) also suggests that
professional communities – whether made up of scholars or practitioners – are often
committed to a common body of specialized expertise that leads to insularity and
reduced public engagement. Given these challenges, scholars should assist law
enforcement professionalization advocates in being attentive to both the complexity of
the issue and the potential for unintended consequences associated with a more
professional police force. Future research might draw on the experiences of other
professions to better understand the social implications of more expert law
enforcement. Additional empirical research should also explore accountability
challenges posed by private-public policing partnerships.

Practical considerations
Law enforcement practitioners and scholars have an opportunity to collaborate in
designing and implementing more cohesive educational standards for law
enforcement. Efforts in this area are likely to be most viable if they recognize both
localized practices and larger discourses related to law enforcement and
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professionalism. Empirical research can generate new understandings about law
enforcement expertise and emerging public expectations, but practitioner-scholar
partnerships should explore how on-the-job differences create varying demands across
regions, and even across agencies. Will increased degree requirements pose
recruitment challenges in particular areas of the country? Should more educational
programs support on-the-job degree completion or differentiated areas of law
enforcement expertise? How can changes to current systems be implemented with
minimal disruption to existing personnel? Research and action in this area will be
particularly important for practitioners concerned with law enforcement succession
planning.

At the local level, practitioners should consider how officer discourse could be better
aligned with particular public discourses about professionalism. By attending to how
everyday talk, artifacts, and rituals are employed and perceived, law enforcement
practitioners can work to expand what citizens know about law enforcement and to
engage citizen perspectives on policing. This might be accomplished in multiple ways.
Efforts to improve police/citizen relations have already been undertaken in
community-oriented policing programs (COPs), but Molloy and Giles (2003) argue
that such efforts may only be successful if intergroup communication dynamics are
taken into account. Otherwise, they suggest that negative stereotypes and perceived
power differences will often prohibit meaningful interaction. This is another point
where practitioner-scholar collaboration will be critical. In addition to programmatic
efforts, more modest steps might also involve the conscious sharing of more
information about law enforcement procedures, activities, and tools with members of
the public in everyday interactions.

Finally, practitioners should respond consciously to New Public Management
expectations by facilitating public dialogue and debate about private enterprise and
policing. Powerful enterprise discourses obscure important dilemmas and trade-offs by
shaping particular decisions as natural and taken-for-granted (Deetz, 1992). Efficiency
is a legitimate interest, but what happens when efficiency is achieved at the cost of
other legitimate interests such as public accountability or service? Law enforcement
practitioners can help to make trade-offs more transparent by involving citizens and
elected officials in dialogue, deliberation, and decision-making processes related to
major service delivery strategies.

Conclusion
For many decades, scholars and practitioners have struggled to determine whether law
enforcement is a profession. This article argues that there are more meaningful
questions to ask. Occupations exist on a changing professional continuum rather than in
discrete categories of professions and non-professions. Even the added notion of
semi-professions appears insufficient to accommodate the complexity associated with
continuously changing perceptions of occupational status. Scholars should ask
questions that acknowledge an occupational continuum and view professionalism, in
general, as an ongoing search rather than an achievable end (Newland, 1986). Instead of
asking, “is law enforcement a profession?” scholars and practitioners might begin by
askingwhy law enforcement is seeking to becomemore professional in the first place, or
what it would mean for law enforcement to be perceived as a more professional
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occupation. Pragmatic questions could then explore what it would take for this to
happen given existing public discourses about professionalism and law enforcement.
Rather thanwork to fit into existing discourses, scholars and practitionersmight explore
how these discourses relate to the current mission and goals of law enforcement.
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School&of&Policy,&Planning,&and&Development&
University&of&Southern&California"

"

PPD&545:&&Human&Behavior&in&Public&Organizations&
6:00&9:20PM"Wednesday"

Location:"VKC150"
"

Professor:""Sara"E."McClellan"

Office"Phone:"(213)"394&5020""" " E&Mail:"smcclell@usc.edu"
"

Office"Hours:"Wednesday"from"4:45&5:45PM"or"by"phone"with"an"appointment."

Office"Location:""USC"Office,"Los"Angeles,"RGL"107A"

"

“Institutional"reality"lies"in"the"in&betweens"among"members.”""

Camilla"Stivers,"Governance)in)Dark)Times:)Practical)Philosophy)for)Public)Service,"2008."
"

“Research"is"formalized"curiosity."It"is"poking"and"prying"with"a"purpose.”""

Zora"Neale"Hurston,"Dust)Tracks)on)the)Road,"1942."
"

Course&Description:&&&
PPD"545"provides"an"advanced"introduction"to,"and"overview"of,"major"themes"in"the"study"of"

social" processes" and" organizations." The" area" of" organizational" behavior" has" been" shaped" by"

work"in"various"disciplines,"and"readings"and"lectures"will"draw"on"the"disciplines"of"sociology,"

communication," social" psychology," and" management" science." We" will" stress" public"

organizations"(including"nonprofits),"but"we"will"also"attend"to"some"aspects"of"private&sector"

experience." Basic" course" goals" include:" (a)" gaining" an" overview" of" the" research" and" theory"

related"to"organizations"and"organizing,"and"(b)"examining"the"relationship"between"individual"

behavior"and"organizations.""

"
"

Specific&course&objectives&tied&to&the&National&Association&of&Schools&of&Public&Affairs&and&
Administration&(NASPAA)&standards&include:&
"

NASPAA"Standard"#1:"To"have"the"skills"and"knowledge"to"lead"and"manage"for"the"public"

good,"and"to"contribute"to"effective"policy"changes."
"

Course"Objective:"Develop"knowledge"of"organizational"constraints"and"human"behavior"

necessary"to"lead"organizations"effectively."

"

NASPAA"Standard"#2:"To"have"the"analytic"reasoning"skills"to"solve"problems"and"make"

critical"decisions."
"

Course"Objective:"Learn"strategic"management"skills"required"for"effective"human"resource"

management."

"

NASPAA"Standard"#3:"To"act"ethically"to"promote"transparency,"accountability,"efficiency,"

competence,"and"justice"in"public"service."
"

Course"Objective:"Learn"how"to"foster"an"organizational"culture"that"values"transparency,"

accountability,"efficiency,"competence,"justice"and"other"core"public"service"values."
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"

NASPAA"Standard"#4:"To"engage"productively"with"a"diverse"and"changing"workforce"and"

citizenry."
"

Course"Objective:"Develop"skills"in"working"with"diversity"in"the"workplace."

"

NASPAA"Standard"#5:"To"work"effectively"across"sectors"(public,"private,"and"nonprofit)"to"

solve"problems"and"improve"community"quality"of"life."
" "

Course"Objective:"Consider"how"organizational"culture"may"vary"across"sectors"and"the"

implications"for"intersectoral"collaboration."
"

"

Guiding&Questions:&
 How"do"basic"features"and"functions"of"organizations"emerge"and"change"over"time?"

 How"do"different"perspectives"and"theories"on"organizing"affect"our"ability"to"assess"and"

respond"to"organizational"dilemmas?""

 What"are"some"observable"differences" in"behavior"associated"with"public,"private,"and"

other"organizational"contexts?"What"are"the"foundations"of"and"implications"associated"

with"these"differences?"

 How"do"organizations"establish,"transmit,"and"maintain"their"rules,"values,"and"cultures?"

 What"problems"do"organizations"experience"and"how"can"these"be"avoided?""

 How" can" individual" interests" be" reconciled" with" the" purposes" or" needs" of" the"

organizations"for"which"they"work?"

 What"should"organizations"do"to"function"well"in"a"rapidly&changing"society?"

 How"can"organizations"identify"and"respond"to"changing"goals"and"expectations?"
"

In"preparing"this"course,"one"is"forced"to"choose"from"a"variety"of"topics."This"implies"that"many"

topics" are" excluded." As" I" pulled" the" course" outline" together," I" was" disappointed" about" how"

many"issues"and"readings"I"had"to"leave"behind."Thus,"I"made"choices"to"not"cover"the"following"

topics" in" depth:" external" communication/public" relations," ecological" organizational"

responsibility," U.S." labor"movement" history," and" other" topics." Still," we’ll" cover" quite" a" bit" of"

conceptual"ground."If"you’re"particularly"interested"in"one"of"these"other"topics,"the"final"course"

project"may"afford"you"an"opportunity"to"investigate"it"in"depth."

"

Class&Attendance&and&Grading:"
Full"class"attendance"is"expected"and"required."Cases"and"group"problems"and"exercises"have"

been"assigned"as"part"of"the"formal"course"requirements.""You"should"keep"in"mind"that"you"

need"to"be"prepared"to"discuss"each"assigned"reading"or"case"at"the"time"scheduled"in"the"

syllabus."For"the"discussions"and"the"activities"to"be"enjoyable"and"useful,"everyone"should"read"

the"cases"and"have"opinions"on"them."

"

Grading&Breakdown&
Participation" " " " " " 10%"

Recent"Organizational"Issues"Posts"(4)" " 20%"

Group"Presentation" " " " " 10%"

Midterm" " " " " " 20%"

Final"Assignment" " " " " 40%"
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&
Assignments:&
1. Participation:"Because"of"the"nature"of"the"class"and"the"importance"of"class"discussion"for"

the" learning" that"will" take" place," a" portion" of" the" final" grade"will" be" determined" by" your"

participation" in" class" discussion" and" completion" of" specific" assignments" and" activities"

designed"to"promote"useful"discussion"of"course"concepts." Information"on"these"activities"

and"assignments"will"be"provided"each"week."At"the"end"of"the"semester,"I"will"also"make"a"

rough"estimation"of"your"ongoing"contributions"to"course"discussions"and"activities."This"is"

meant" to" recognize" that" each" of" us" has" a" responsibility" to" construct" a" positive" learning"

environment—and" that" each" of" us" knows"many" things" others" should" hear." I"will"work" to"

recognize" different" styles" of" classroom" learning" and" interacting," acknowledging" that"

speaking" is" a"primary—but"not" the"only"way—to"participate"and"engage" in" this" collective"

learning"process."""

"

2. Recent& Organizational& Issues& Posts:& You" are" required" to" submit" four" (4)" recent"

organizational" issues" posts" to" Blackboard" during" the" semester" (each" worth" a" total" of" 5"

points)" with" no" more" than" one" (1)" post" per" session." Each" session" of" the" course" will"

incorporate" some" review" and" discussion" of" recent" organizational" issues" tied" to" course"

topics."These"issues"will"be"introduced"and"described"by"students"and"posted"to"Blackboard"

each" week" before" class." The" expectation" is" that" you" will" (a)" observe" organizations" with"

which" you" are" involved" and/or" scan" recent" media" sources," (b)" identify" something"

notable/relevant" to" current" or" previously" covered"organizational" behavior" topics," (c)" post"

this"finding"and/or"description"to"Blackboard,"(d)"offer"a"brief"3&4"paragraph"commentary"on"

why"it"matters"and"how"course"readings"or"lectures"contribute"to"our"understanding"of"the"

issue,"and"(e)"be"prepared"to"discuss"your"post"in"class."Commenting"on"the"posts"of"others"

is" another" way" to" demonstrate" participation" in" this" course." Examples" of" past" issues" that"

would"have"provided"good"content"for"this"assignment" include"debates"over"management"

compensation," the" privatization" of" law" enforcement" parking" services," or" the" recent"

coverage" of" ethical" violations" in" school" test" reporting."More" specific" instructions" for" this"

assignment"will"be"provided"early"in"the"semester."Each"post"you"write"is"due"by"6:00"PM"on"

the"Monday" preceding" class." I"will" review" your" posts" before" the" start" of" class" and" utilize"

them"as"a"basis"for"discussion."Please"be"prepared"to"discuss"your"reading"responses"in"class"

as"well."You"must"write"at"least"2"of"your"posts"by"October"19
th
.""

"

3. Group& Presentations:" You" will" be" required" to" participate" in" the" presentation" of" course"
reading" topics"and" theories"once"during" the" semester." This"must"be"done"with"one"other"

class"participant."In"our"first"class"meeting"(August"24)"we"will"choose"partners"and"discuss"

the"assignment."The"objective"is"to"have"partners"lead"a"brief"discussion"on"key"aspects"of"

readings"for"the"week."You"are"strongly"encouraged"to"be"creative"and"develop"activities"to"
teach"and"raise"questions"about"important"reading"themes."At"least"part"of"the"presentation"

should" be" a" Power" Point" “lecture”" that" summarizes" what" you" believe" to" be" the" most"

important"and/or" interesting"aspects"of" the" readings."You"are"not"expected" to"provide"an"

exhaustive"course"lecture,"but"rather"to"engage"other"class"members"in"focused"discussion"

of" some"key" topics"or" theories."The" lecture" slides" should"be"uploaded"before"class" to" the"

course"website"(Blackboard).""

"
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4. Midterm&Examination:"You"will"be"required"to"take"a"midterm"exam"that"includes"3&4"essay"

questions"related"to"course"readings," lectures,"and"discussions."Exams"may"not"exceed"12"

pages,"double&spaced"(12&point"font)."No"single"response/answer"should"exceed"four"pages."

The" mid&term" will" be" administered" by" e&mail." You" will" be" permitted" to" refer" to" books,"

articles,"and"personal"notes."The"midterm"will"be"administered"during"the"week"of"October"

17
th
."We"will"determine"a"specific"timeframe"for"distribution"and"completion"of"the"midterm"

exam"together"during"one"of"our"early"weeks"of"class.""

"

NASPAA"Midterm"Examination"Submission:"NASPAA"sets"Learning)Outcomes"standards"that"
are"applied"by"USC."Five"broad"categories"of"outcomes"apply"to"MPA"programs,"and"those"

are"listed"on"the"first"two"pages"of"this"syllabus"along"with"focused"outcomes"that"apply"to"

this"course."Your"midterm"examination"will"be"submitted"as"a"sample"of"student"attainment"

of"these"core"competencies"as"a"part"of"the"NASPAA"review"process."

"

5. Final&Assignment:"You"must"submit"a" final" term"paper"of"15&18"double&spaced"pages" (12&

point"font)"no"later"than"Wednesday,"November"30
th
."This"paper"must"be"submitted"as"an"

emailed" Word" attachment" to:" smcclell@usc.edu." The" subject" of" your" paper" is" to" be" an"

analysis" of" practical" aspects" of" human" behaviors" in" the" organization"where" you" currently"

work"(or"an"organization"where"you"have"worked"in"the"past"or"hope"to"work"in"the"future)."

You"will" need" to" support" this" organization&behavior" analysis"with" references" to" literature"

assigned" in" this" course." You"may" also" cite" other" relevant" sources" and/or" seek" instructor"

approval" to" address" topics" not" explicitly" covered" in" class." A" 2&page" outline" of" your" paper"

must" be" brought" to" class" on" October" 19
th
" for" review" with" other" students." 75%" of" the"

evaluation"criteria"for"your"final"paper"will"be"based"on"substantive"content"related"to:"(a)"

organizational" background;" (b)" identification" and" description" of" your" area" of"

interest/analysis;" (c)" the" incorporation" of" key" organizational" theories" and" associated"

research"examples;"and"(d)"an"analysis"of"specific"organizational"behaviors"with"supporting"

evidence/examples."The"additional"25%"of"the"evaluation"criteria"for"your"final"paper"will"be"

based" on" correct" English" composition," professional" appearance," and" appropriate" source"

citations."""""

"

Required&Materials:&
1. Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2007)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"

4
th
"ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth."

2. Additional"readings"will"be"posted"on"the"course"website"(Blackboard)."

&
Statement&on&Academic&Integrity:&
The"University"Student"Conduct"Code"establishes"the"expectations"that"individual"work"will"be"

submitted,"unless"otherwise"allowed"by"the"instructor,"and"that"general"principles"of"academic"

honesty,"including"the"respect"for"the"intellectual"property"rights"of"others"will"be"followed.""

This"means"that"the"ideas"and"wordings"of"another"writer"must"be"acknowledged"and"

appropriately"used."""

&
Statement&on&Disabilities:&
The"university"will"provide"reasonable"accommodation"of"academically"qualified"students"with"

disabilities,"so"those"students"can"participate"fully"in"the"university’s"educational"programs"and"
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activities."Although"USC"is"not"required"by"law"to"change"the"“fundamental"nature"of"essential"

curricular"components"of"its"programs"in"order"to"accommodate"the"needs"of"disabled"

students,”"the"university"will"provide"reasonable"academic"accommodation.""Any"student"

requesting"academic"accommodations"based"on"a"disability"is"required"to"register"with"

Disability"Services"and"Programs"(DSP)"each"semester.""A"letter"of"verification"for"approved"

accommodations"can"be"obtained"from"DSP.""Please"be"sure"the"letter"is"delivered"to"me"as"

early"in"the"semester"as"possible.""DSP"is"located"in"STU"301"and"is"open"early"8:30"a.m."–"5:00"

p.m.,"Monday"through"Friday.""The"phone"number"for"DSP"is"(213)"740&0776."

&
Course&Schedule:&
&
Week&1:&August&24&
Course'Introduction'to'Organizations'and'Organizing:'Multiple'Disciplinary'Perspectives'and'
Basic'Properties'and'Functions'of'Organizations'&
"

 Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2008)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"4th"
ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth"(Introduction:"p."1&10)."

 Kettl,"D."F."(2000)."The"transformation"of"governance:"Globalization,"devolution,"and"the"

role"of"government."Public)Administration)Review,)60(6),"488&497."
 Gladwell,"M."(February"13,"2006)."Department"of"Social"Services:"Million"Dollar"Murray."The)

New)Yorker."
&
Week&2:&August&31&
Organizational'Perspectives'and'Theories:'Changing'Beliefs'about'Politics,'Society,'and'
Human'Capacity'
 Greenwald,"H."P."(2008)."Organizations:)Management)without)control."Los"Angeles:"Sage"

Publications"(Chapter"3—Organizational"Theories"and"Perspectives,"ONLY"pp."47&61)."

 Stivers,"C."(2005,"September/October)."Governance)in)Dark)Times:)Thinking)About)Security)
After)September)11)and)Hurricane)Katrina."Paper"presented"at"the"Public"Management"

Research"Association"(PMRA)"Conference,"Los"Angeles,"CA."

 Nicholson,"N."(1998)."How"hardwired"is"human"behavior?"Harvard)business)review,)76(4)."
 Nicholson,"N."(2005)."Objections"to"evolutionary"psychology:"Reflections,"implications"and"

the"leadership"exemplar."Human)Relations,)58(3),"393&409."
"

Week&3:&September&7&
Human'Relations,'Human'Resources,'and'Theories'of'Motivation—Theories'and'Practices'
 Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2008)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"4th"

ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth"(Chapter"2:"Motivation)."

 Frank,"S."A.,"&"Lewis,"G."B."(2004)."Government"employees:"Working"hard"or"hardly"

working?"American)Review)of)Public)Administration,)34(1),"36&51."
"

Week&4:&September&14&
Bureaucracy,'New'Public'Management,'and'Other'Alternatives'
 Weber,"M."(1924)."Bureaucracy"and"legitimate"authority."In"M."J."Handel"(Ed.)"(2003),"The)

sociology)of)organizations:)Classic,)contemporary,)and)critical)readings)(pp."17&23)."
Thousand"Oaks,"CA:"Sage."
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 Cornell’s"resource"site"on"‘Reinventing"Government’"(review"for"basic"familiarity"with"

concepts):"

http://government.cce.cornell.edu/doc/viewpage_r.asp?ID=Reinventing_Government"

 Saillant,"C.,"&"Jai&rui,"C."(November"23,"2008)."Private"Fire"Crews"Gaining"Ground"in"the"

Field."Los)Angeles)Times.""
 Dunleavy,"P.,"Margetts,"H.,"Bastow,"S.,"&"Tinkler,"J."(2006)."New"Public"Management"is"dead&

Long"live"digital&era"governance."Journal)of)Public)Administration)Research)and)Theory,)
16(3),"467&494."

 Denhardt,"R."B.,"&"Denhardt,"J."V."(2000)."The"New"Public"Service:"Serving"rather"than"

steering."Public)Administration)Review,)60"(6),"549&559."
"

Optional)reading)on)Nonprofit)Sector)NPM:))
 Eikenberry,"A.,"&"Kluver,"J."(2004)."The"marketization"of"the"nonprofit"sector:"Civil"society"at"

risk?"Public)Administration)Review,"64(2),"132&140.""
"

Week&5:&September&21&
Organizational'Communication,'SenseImaking,'and'DecisionImaking'
 Weick,"K."E.,"Sutcliffe,"K."M.,"&"Obstfeld,"D."(2005)."Organizing"and"the"Process"of"

Sensemaking."Organization)Science,)16(4),"409&421."
 Cates,"C."(1979)."Beyond"muddling:"Creativity."Public)Administration)Review,)39(6),"527&532."
 Eisenberg,"E."M."(1995)."A"Communication"perspective"on"interorganizational"cooperation"

and"inner&city"education."In"L."C."Rigsby,"M."C."Reynolds"&"M."C."Wang"(Eds.),"SchoolT
Community)Connections:)Exploring)Issues)for)Research)and)Practice."San"Francisco:"Jossey&
Bass"Publishers."

 Tichy,"N.,"Bennis,"W."(2007)."Making"judgment"calls."Harvard)Business)Review,"94&102."
"

Week&6:&September&28&
Organizational'Culture'
 Schein,"E."(1990)."Organizational)culture)and)leadership."San"Francisco:"Jossey&Bass."

(Chapter"1"only:"Defining"Organizational"Culture)"

 DiIulio,"J."D.,"&"DiIulio,"J."J."(1994)."Principled"agents:"The"cultural"bases"of"behavior"in"a"

federal"government"bureaucracy."Journal)of)Public)Administration)Research)and)Theory,)
4(3),"277&318."

 Deetz,"S."A.,"Tracy,"S."J.,"&"Simpson,"J."L."(1999)."Leading)organizations)through)transition:)
Communication)and)cultural)change."Thousand"Oaks,"CA:"Sage"Publications."(Chapter"1:"
Managing"hearts,"minds"and"souls))

 Ikea"Memo"(available"on"course"website:"Blackboard)"and"online"article—“How"the"Swedish"

Retailer"became"a"global"cult"brand”)
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_46/b3959001.htm"

"

Week&7:&October&5&
Organizational'Power'and'Control'
 Pfeffer,"J."(1992)."Understanding"power"in"organizations.)California)Management)Review,"

34(2),"29&50."
 Fleming,"P.,"&"Spicer,"A."(2007)."Contesting)the)corporation:)Struggle,)power)and)resistance)

in)organizations."Cambridge,"UK:"Cambridge"University"Press."(Chapter"1)"
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 Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2008)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"4th"
ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth"(Chapter"5:"Power"and"Influence—Only"Readings"

#35"&"#36,"p."385&401)."

"

Week&8:&October&12&
Theories'of'Organizational'Change'and'Learning'
 Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2008)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"4th"

ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth"(Chapter"6:"Organizational"Change—Only"

introduction"(pp."402&415)"and"readings"#39&41"(pp."434&451)"and"#43"&"#44"(pp."462&476)."

 Fernandez,"S.,"&"Rainey,"H."G."(2006)."Managing"successful"organizational"change"in"the"

public"sector."Public)Administration)Review,)66(2),"168&176."
"

Week&9:&October&19&
Stakeholder'Collaboration'and'Public'Participation'
 Gray,"B."(1985)."Conditions"facilitating"interorganizational"collaboration."Human)Relations,)

38(10),"911&936."
 Boyte,"H."C."(2005)."Reframing"democracy:"Governance,"civic"agency,"and"politics."Public)

Administration)Review,)65(5),"536&546.""
 Thomas,"D."A."(September,"2004)."Diversity"as"strategy."Harvard)Business)Review,"98&108."
 Deetz,"S."(2008)."The"rise"of"stakeholder"governance"models"and"the"redesign"of"

communication"necessary"for"them."Available"at:"

http://comm.colorado.edu/deetz/research&brazil.html"

"

Week&10:&October&26&
Leadership'and'Leadership'Development'
 Ott,"S."J.,"Parkes,"S."J.,"Simpson,"R."B."(2008)."Classic)readings)in)organizational)behavior,"4th"

ed."Belmont,"CA:"Thomson/Wadsworth"(Chapter"1:"Leadership—Only"introduction"(pp."31&

42)"and"readings"#1"and"#2"(pp."43&54)"and"#5"&"#6"(pp."74&91)."

 Collingwood,"H."(June,"2009)."Do"CEOs"matter?"The)Atlantic,"54&60.""
 Behn,"R."D."(1998)."What"right"do"public"managers"have"to"lead?"Public)Administration)

Review,"58"(3),"209&224."
 Newman,"M."A.,"Guy,"M."E.,"&"Mastracci,"S."H."(2009)."Beyond"cognition:"Affective"

leadership"and"emotional"labor."Public)Administration)Review,)69(1),"6&20."
"

Week&11:&November&2&
Organizational'Networks"
 Ibarra,"H.,"&"Hunter,"M."(January,"2007)."How"leaders"create"and"use"networks."Harvard)

Business)Review,"40&47."
 Provan,"K.,"&"Milward,"B."(2001)."Do"networks"really"work?"A"framework"for"evaluating"

public&sector"organizational"networks."Public)Administration)Review,"61(4),"414&423."
 Gladwell,"M."(January"11,"1999)."Six"degrees"of"Lois"Weisberg."The)New)Yorker."
 Milward,"B.,"Provan,"K."(2006)."A)manager’s)guide)to)choosing)and)using)collaborative)

networks."Washington,"DC:"IBM"Center"for"the"Business"of"Government."

"

Week&12:&November&9&
Organizational/Workplace'Conflicts'
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 Eisenhardt,"K.,"Kahwajy,"J.,"&"Bourgeois,"L."J."(July&August,"1997)."How"management"teams"

can"have"a"good"fight."Harvard)Business)Review,"77&85."
 Argyris,"C."(1980)."Making"the"undiscussable"and"its"undiscussability"discussable."Public)

Administration)Review,"40(3),"205&213."
 Patterson,"K."(2002)."Crucial)conversations:)Tools)for)talking)when)stakes)are)high."New"

York:"McGraw&Hill."(Chapter"6)"

 Duvall,"C."(2009)."Making"friends"of"foes:"Bringing"labor"and"management"together"through"

integrative"bargaining."Journal)of)Dispute)Resolution,)2009(1),"197&212."
"

Week&13:&November&16&
Organizational'Behavior'in'Response'to'Crisis'
 Weick,"K."E."(1993)."The"collapse"of"sensemaking"in"organizations:"The"Mann"Gulch"disaster."

Administrative)Science)Quarterly,)38(4),"628&652."
 Kweit,"M.,"&"Kweit,"R."(2004)."Citizen"participation"and"citizen"evaluation"in"disaster"

recovery."The)American)Review)of)Public)Administration,)34(4),"354&373."
 McGraw&Hill"Construction"(2011)."Recommendations"to"Congress,"the"Administration"and"

the"private"sector"to"mitigate"impacts"of"disasters"by"planning"and"building"for"resiliency.""

 Coles,"R."(2011)."How"Colorado"develops"preparedness"with"diverse"populations."Available"

at:"http://www.emergencymgmt.com/disaster/Colorado&Develops&Preparedness&Diverse&

Populations.html"

"

Week&14:&November&30&
Societal/Contemporary'Context—New'Organizing'Challenges'
 Newland,"C."A."(2008)."Public"administration"amid"turbulence:"Facilitation"of"enhanced"

future"governance?"International)Journal)of)Organization)Theory)and)Behavior,)11(3),"326&
353.""

 Gawthrop,"L."C."(1997)."Democracy,"bureaucracy,"and"hypocrisy"redux:"A"search"for"

sympathy"and"compassion."Public)Administration)Review,)57(3),"205&210."
 Zakaria,"F."(March"3,"2011)."Are"America’s"Best"Days"Behind"Us?"Time:"

http://www.fareedzakaria.com/home/Articles/Entries/2011/3/3_Are_Americas_Best_Days

_Behind_Us.html"

 Brownstein,"R."(2010)."Children"of"the"Great"Recession:"From"free"enterprise"to"public"

service"to"continued"education,"a"new"generation"strives"to"navigate"the"dismal"economic"

tide."National)Journal,)23,4."
 California"League"of"Cities"(2010)."California"city"managers"compensation"(memo"

responding"to"City"of"Bell"scandal)."

"









 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 29, 2012 
 
Dear Members of the Award Committee,  
 
It is my pleasure to nominate Sara McClellan for the Gerald R. Miller Outstanding 
Doctoral Dissertation Award.  Dr. McClellan completed and defended her 
dissertation April 4, 2012 in the Department of Communication at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder. The title of the dissertation is dissertation "Planning for a 
Postmodern Era: Storytelling, Public Participation, and the Limits of Ordinary 
Democracy". I had the honor of serving as her advisor. 
 
Through deep ethnographic involvement over several years, Sara offers a very rich 
analysis of the community planning process in the Colorado city of Golden.  The 
dissertation offers a number of important and original contributions.  The first is that 
it is perhaps the first empirical treatment documenting a wide-scale policy initiative 
based explicitly and deeply on principles of citizen participation (rather than 
representation) advocated by critical organizational communication scholars. The 
findings offer valuable and specific evidence regarding the opportunities and the 
challenges that surface when these principles are put into practice. 
 
The second contribution of this dissertation is that it furthers the growing link 
between communication scholarship and public policy and planning scholarship.  
The study masterfully demonstrates how the recent impulse in planning research 
toward a greater treatment of participation aligns with—and can be strengthened by-
-communication research.  Dr. McClellan makes the convincing argument that by 
nurturing these intersections and collaborations, communication research can play a 
significant role in shaping the communities of the 21st century.  
 
Third, the dissertation makes an important methodological contribution.  It adopts 
the relatively new analytic methodology of discourse tracing.  This is one of the first 
tests of the method using a large-scale ethnographic data set. The dissertation 
offers a positive critique, advancing and developing the method to incorporate story-
telling more deeply as a tool for interrogating and analyzing data. 
 
Finally, the dissertation advances theories of organizational communication in ways 
that blend the sensibilities and impulses of critical scholarship with the practical and 
connected positions of applied scholarship.  In a careful analysis, she reveals an 
underlying logic of “accountability” that, when activated, supercedes and 
circumvents ongoing processes of participation, even in the face of significant 

Department of Communication t 303 492 8139  
Hellems 94 jackson@colorado.edu 
270 UCB 
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0270 
 

mailto:jackson@colorado.edu


community investment in openness and change.   
 
I believe you will enjoy reviewing this dissertation and assessing the work for 
yourselves. Her committee described her dissertation as beautifully written, 
engaging, and insightful. A pleasure to read. The work is an exemplar of what can 
result when an individual’s engagement and commitment to our lived world 
intertwines with a scholar’s skills in observation and analysis.  
 
I am including a complete copy of Dr. McClellan’s dissertation, the abstract, and a 
representative chapter. Sara’s current contact information is:  
 

Sara McClellan 
1322 24th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
(209) 610-0668 
smcclell@usc.edu 

 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need any further information or if I 
can be of assistance. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Michele H. Jackson 
Associate Professor 
 
 

mailto:smcclell@usc.edu


AMADOR COUNTY CHILDREN & FAMILIES FIRST (PROP 10) 
COMMISSION 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Preferred: March 11, 2001 
 
 

This spring, the Amador County Children & Families First (Prop 10) Commission will 
distribute nearly $300,000 in funds to organizations serving children ages five and under in 
Amador County.  These funds are available through the 1998 Proposition 10 Children and 
Families First Act that enacted a fifty-cent-per-pack tobacco tax to help ensure that all California 
children enter school healthy and ready to learn.  Eighty percent of the revenues collected are 
received by County Commissions to fund local programs.  The remaining twenty percent is being 
used by the State Commission to implement statewide strategies.   
 

In order to distribute these funds, the Amador County Commission was required to complete 
a community assessment and develop a strategic plan.  Last summer, the Amador County 
Commission partnered with the Amador County Voices for Families Alliance and dozens of 
community and agency representatives to complete a community assessment process.  The 
findings from this process led to the development of three key planning goals:  
 
1. Child Care: Increase the availability and affordability of quality, licensed child care in 

Amador County; 
 

2. Family Violence Reduction: Reduce family violence among Amador County families with 
children ages 0-5; 

 
3. Health Education: Provide health education opportunities to families with children ages 0-5. 
 

Funding to support these goals will be allocated in the form of area-specific mini-grants 
ranging from $15,000 to $55,000.  Interested applicants may apply for multiple mini-grants.  
Grants will be given through a two-year cycle, so all funded organizations that meet contract 
expectations for the year 2001/2002 will receive continued funding in 2002/2003.     
 

Funds will be distributed through a Request for Applications (RFA) process.  RFA 
packets will be released on March 14th to provide organizations with specific instructions on how 
to apply for Prop 10 funds in Amador County.  All applications must be submitted by April 30th, 
2001 in order to be considered for funding.  To receive RFA packets or additional information 
about the funding process, please call (209) 223-6241. 
 
 



 

 

 
       
 
 
 
 
 

March 10, 2001 
 
 
Dear Community Leader: 

 
The Amador County Children & Families First Commission, which was created in 1998 in accordance 
with the Proposition 10 Children and Families First Act, has completed and approved its strategic plan for 
2001.  With the approval of this plan, a percentage of the funds generated by the fifty-cent-per-pack 
tobacco tax can be distributed in Amador County. These funds will be allocated through a Request for 
Applications (RFA) process to agencies and organizations providing specific types of support services for 
children ages five and under and their families.  RFAs will provide organizations with specific 
instructions on how to apply for Prop 10 funds in Amador County.   
 
Three areas of need among children (ages 0-5) and families emerged from last summer’s Voices for 
Families community assessment findings.  The Amador County Children & Families First Commission 
developed three goals based on these areas of need.  The goals and the related funding amounts available 
are as follows: 

 
 

Goal 
 

 

Focus Areas Mini-Grants 
 

Total Funds 
Available 

 

GOAL #1—CHILD CARE: 
Increase the availability and 
affordability of quality, 
licensed child care in Amador 
County. 

 

Focus Area #1: The number of quality child care 
providers is increased to serve those who have been 
previously unserved. 
 

Focus Area #2: The turn-over rate among child care 
providers and staff is reduced through the 
empowerment of current providers. 
 

Focus Area #3: Quality child care is promoted through 
educationally-oriented funding and incentive programs 
that give child care providers access to ongoing 
learning experiences. 
 

Focus Area #4: The number of quality child care 
facilities able to meet extended hour needs of parents is 
increased. 

 
 

 

Total Funds: 
$93,000 

 

Mini-Grants: From 
$15,000 to $30,000 

 

GOAL #2—FAMILY 
VIOLENCE REDUCTION: 
Reduce family violence among 
Amador County families with 
children ages 0-5. 

 

Focus Area #1: Victims of family violence in 
situations where young children (ages 0-5) are involved 
receive free legal counseling and advocacy. 

 

Focus Area #2: Victims of family violence with young 
children (ages 0-5) receive guidance in seeking support 
services, overcoming barriers, and ensuring that 
children receive appropriate support. 
 

Focus Area #3: An increased number of parents with 
children age 5 and under who are exposed to family 
violence seek support based on information provided 
via alternative and innovative media methods. 
 

 

Total Funds: 
$93,000 

 

Mini-Grants: From 
$15,000 to $43,000 

1003 Broadway, Jackson, CA 95642 
Phone: (209) 223-6545    Fax: (209) 223-6579 
 
 

 

Amador County Children             Families First Commission &  
 
 
  



 

GOAL #3—HEALTH 
EDUCATION: Provide health 
education opportunities to 
families with children ages 0-5. 

 

Focus Area #1: An increased number of pregnant 
women seek health education opportunities based on 
exposure to health education information provided via 
alternative and innovative media methods. 

 

Focus Area #2: Parents with newborn children are 
provided with increased health education opportunities. 

 

Total Funds: 
$70,000 
 

Mini-Grants: From 
$15,000-$55,000 

   
Specific focus area mini-grant guidelines apply to all mini-grants.  Interested applicants may apply for 
multiple focus area mini-grants.   

 
The timeline for the application process following the release of the RFAs is as follows: 
  
 Technical Assistance Workshops   April 4, 2001 
 Proposal submission deadline    April 30, 2001 
 Notice of Intent to Award Posted by:   June 1, 2001     

Last day to submit Intent to Protest   June 15, 2001 
 Confirmation of Awards    June 19, 2001 
 Contracts begin      August 1, 2001 
 
Included in this packet are the three Amador County Children & Families First 2001 RFAs.  Please 
contact us with any questions at 1003 Broadway, Suite 101, Jackson, CA 95642, or 209-223-6545.  We 
are looking forward to reviewing your proposal(s)! 
 
 
       
Sincerely,   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sara McClellan 
Executive Director, Amador County Children & Families First Commission 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tracy Russell 
Director, Amador County Health & Human Services Agency 
Chair, Amador County Children & Families First Commission 
 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CHILD CARE GRANTS 
 

2001/02—2002/03 
 

 
  

 

AMADOR COUNTY CHILDREN & FAMILIES FIRST (PROP 10) 
COMMISSION 

 

 

Applications must be received at the  
Amador County Health & Human Services Agency  

by 2:00 PM, April 30, 2001 
Application packets must be addressed as follows: 

 

Amador County Children & Families First Commission 
Mini-Grant Proposal/s: Child Care 

1003 Broadway, # 101 
Jackson, CA 95642 

 
 

Sara McClellan, Amador County Children & Families First Commission (Prop 10) 
Executive Director 

Phone: (209) 223-6545 
 

 



 

 

AMADOR COUNTY 
CHILDREN & FAMILIES FIRST COMMISSION 

REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS 
(2001/02—2002/03) 
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Please note that three Amador County Children & Families First (Prop 10) Commission RFAs have been 
released at this time.  RFAs have been developed around each of three goals:  1) Child Care; 2) Family 
Violence Reduction; and 3) Health Education.  Groups may apply for funds described within each of the 

RFAs.  Parties interested in applying for funds related to community outreach/media activities are 
encouraged to review focus areas and funds available within both the Family Violence Reduction and 
Health Education RFAs.  If you wish to receive a copy of another RFA, please call (209) 223-6241. 

 



 

 

 
Amador County Children & Families First Commission 

Request for Applications: 
Child Care 

 
 

 

RFA$Process$Schedule 
 

 
Dates 

  
1. Commission approves RFA Review Committee membership 3/2 
   
2.  RFAs are released By 3/14 
   
3.  Technical Assistance Workshops: presentations and one-on-one support 4/4 
  
4. Proposal Submission Deadline 4/30 
  
5. Notice of Intent to Award Posted By 6/1 
   
6. Last day to submit Intent to Protest 6/15 
   
7. Commission hearing/Board of Supervisor meeting to confirm awards 6/19 
   
8. Commission meeting to approve awards 7/6 
  
9. Commission staff works with funding recipients to develop scope of work 7/6-7/31 
  
10. Contracts begin 8/1 

 



 

 

General'Information'
' ' '
 
 
 

Proposition 10, which was passed by California voters in November 1998, imposed a fifty-cent-
per-pack state sales tax on tobacco to fund a comprehensive, integrated system of early childhood 
development services for California children ages 0-5.  The overall intent of the initiative is to prepare 
all California children to enter school healthy and ready to learn.  Eighty percent of the revenues 
collected are received by County Commissions to fund local programs.  The remaining twenty percent 
is being used by the State Commission to implement statewide strategies.     
 

In order to receive significant resources from Children and Families First Act funds, counties are 
required to form Children and Families Commissions and develop strategic plans that address the three 
results identified by the State Commission: 
 

1. Improved Family Functioning: Strong Families 
2. Improved Child Development: Children Learning and Ready for School 
3. Improved Child Health: Healthy Children   

 
One of the unique aspects of the strategic planning process required, is the strong emphasis on 

community participation.  All county commissions have been required to involve the public directly in 
the creation of a strategic plan.  To this end, plans must be based on extensive input from individuals and 
groups across communities.  The Commissions must use this input along with community assessment 
findings to determine how resources will be allocated to develop comprehensive, integrated programs 
and services for all children, from prenatal to five years of age.   
 

Since the tobacco tax is the sole means of funding for county commissions, emphasis has also 
been placed on creating sustainable programs for children and families that can continue to function 
even as funding decreases based on the anticipated decline in tobacco sales.   
 
 
 

 
 

The Amador County Children & Families First Commission was formed in December 1998, by 
the Amador County Board of Supervisors in accordance with the California Children and Families First 
Act (Proposition 10).  Over the past year, the Commission has met monthly to formalize a strategic plan 
and related funding process.    Meetings are open to the public.  Community involvement has been a 
critical part of the strategic planning process over the past year.  The strategic planning process has been 
designed to guide the Commission and the community through planning activities and discussions that 
the Commission hopes have: 1) increased community collaboration; and 2) resulted in a clear and 
effective strategic planning document to guide the future allocation of efforts and funds to support 
Amador County children and families.  The Commission’s mission is to promote, support, and enhance 
the optimal development of Amador County’s children from zero to five years of age. 
  

Introduction 

The Amador County Children & Families First Commission 



 

 

 
  

The Amador County Children & Families First Commission developed four Focus Area Mini-Grants in 
its funding plan to address the child care needs of children and families in Amador County.  Required 
Proposition 10 results and parameters including integration of services, access, and accountability are 
incorporated into these focus areas and their related criteria.  Applicants may apply to receive funds in 
multiple focus areas.  The integration of strategies among Focus Area Mini-Grants is also encouraged, 
but each Mini-Grant and its criteria must be addressed as a separate, comprehensive project.  Focus 
Area Mini-Grants available within the area of child care include: 
 

Focus Area Mini-Grant #1: The number of quality child care providers is increased to serve 
those who have been previously unserved. 
 
Focus Area Mini-Grant #2: The turn-over rate among child care providers and staff is 
reduced through the empowerment of current providers. 
 
Focus Area Mini-Grant #3: Quality child care is promoted through educationally-oriented 
funding and incentive programs that give child care providers access to ongoing learning 
experiences. 
 
Focus Area Mini-Grant #4: The number of quality child care facilities able to meet extended 
hour needs of parents is increased. 

 
Additional focus area criteria, including specified strategies, indicators, and outcomes are included in the 
planning charts on pages 8-11 of this document.  Application narratives must address these 
requirements as outlined on pages 16-17.  In addition, all funding applicants must address ways of 
increasing the sustainability of proposed projects, as the amount of Proposition 10 funding awards will 
decrease over time.  Joint/collaborative proposals are highly encouraged. 
 
 
 
 
 

The total anticipated amount available for child care grants is a maximum of $93,000.  Within this 
funding amount, specific Focus Area Mini-Grants range from $15,000 to $30,000.  Organizations 
applying for child care grants may apply for funds from more than one Focus Area Mini-Grant.  The 
Commission reserves the right to award contracts in a lesser amount if the needs identified by this 
Focus Area are not sufficiently addressed.  The term of the contracts issued as a result of this RFA will 
be from August 1, 2001, to July 31, 2003.  Funding recipients will be expected to collaborate with the 
Commission to review and revise the scope of work plan for the second year of the contract term. 
  

Scope of Funding and Contract Term 

Strategic Plan: Focus Area Mini-Grants and Criteria for Funding 



 

 

 
 
Applications must be received at the Amador County Health & Human Services Agency by 2:00 PM on 
April 30th, 2001.  No proposals will be opened for review until after this deadline.  Any proposals that 
arrive after April 30th, 2001 will be returned unopened.  Shortly after the proposal submission deadline, 
the Commission Grants Review committees will review and score each proposal to determine its ability 
to meet the parameters of the Commission’s funding plan.  The evaluation categories and the maximum 
number of points possible for each are as follows: 
 

 

Category 
 

Maximum 
Points 

 

Completeness of application: 
• Application includes all required components presented in an organized manner 
• Agency/organization documents submitted with application    

 
5 

 

Project description that addresses required RFA criteria: 
• Program/project plans effectively address focus area objectives, required strategies 

and additional criteria 
• Scope of work proposed is obtainable based on funding parameters 
 

 
30 

 

Agency/organization description and capability: 
• Stability and credibility/track record 
• Agency/organization mission is in-line with funding priorities 
• Program and fiscal management capability 
   

 
20 

 

Community support/inter-agency collaboration: 
• History of linkages with relevant organizations such as coordination/integration of 

services between agency and other public and private providers  
• Outlines plans for collaborating with local organizations/agencies    

 
10 

 

Staff qualification: 
• Program/Project staff demonstrates necessary qualifications/experience to carry out 

required activities 
 

 
10 

 

Evaluation plan addressing indicators & outcomes: 
• Clients and staff are involved in program development and evaluation 
• Plan demonstrates effective methods for measuring indicators 
• Past evaluation data: any experience with previous program assessment 
    

 
10 

 

Budget: 
• Organization/Agency fiscal management 
• Accurate program/project budget with appropriate line-item costs 
• Cost-effectiveness (e.g. cost/unit of services) 
• Relationship of program to organization/agency budget 
     

 
5 

  
 

Sustainability plans: 
• Organization/agency provides an achievable plan for leveraging additional resources as 

funds begin to decrease in future years 
 

 
10 

Total 100 
  

A Proposal must maintain a minimum score of 70 points to be considered for funding under this RFA.  
Site visits may be required of those applicants who receive a score of 90 or above in any case where 
multiple applicants receive similar scores. 
 

Application Evaluation and Award Process 



 

 

 
 
 
Written notification of the Commission’s intent to award will be mailed to all proposers notifying them 
of the selected organizations and the contract amounts on or by June 1, 2001.    
 
 
 
 
An applicant that has submitted a proposal may file a brief “Notice of Protest” within five (5) days after 
the “Notice of Intent to Award” has been posted in the Board of Supervisor’s Office.  Protests must 
state the reason for the protest, and are to be labeled and addressed as follows: 
 
Protest to Child Care RFA, Amador County Children & Families First Commission, 1003 Broadway 
#101, Jackson, CA 95642 
 
Protests must be received in the Commission office no later than 4:00 p.m. on June 15, 2001.  A public 
hearing will be held by the Commission regarding final funding decisions on June 19, 2001. 
 
 

Focus'Area'(Program)'Overview!
  

 
  
 
The Commission hopes, through the funding of these child care grants, to provide opportunities for 
planning, mentoring, and increasing capacity related to child care in Amador County.  Four Focus Area 
Mini-Grants have been designed to address provider recruitment, retention, quality, and specific child 
care needs expressed by parents in our community.   Applications will only be considered if they are 
responsive to the parameters included in the following Focus Area Mini-Grant Planning Charts.  
Organizations are invited to propose projects that address one or more of the Focus Area Mini-Grants.  
 
We encourage creativity and collaboration!!!  Please feel free to request tips on organizing partnerships 
and collaborative efforts . . . contact Sara McClellan with questions at (209) 223-6545.

Application Awards/Notification of Intent to Award 

Contract Award Protest Procedures 

Expectations & Parameters 



 

 

 

Focus Area Mini-Grant #1:  The number of quality child care providers is increased to serve those who have been previously unserved. 
  

 

Objective  (2 Years) 
 

Required Strategies 
 

Additional RFA Criteria 
 

1st Year Indicators/ 
Outcomes 

 
Enlist current child 
care providers to help 
train, mentor and 
provide incentives to 
potential child care 
providers in Amador 
County; seek broad 
community publicity to 
highlight goals and 
successes. 
 
 
 
 

 
a) Stipends should be given to child care providers 

who serve as mentors. 
 

b) Mentors should receive training opportunities 
prior to beginning work with potential 
providers. 

 

c) Scholarship support packages for potential 
providers should include at least the following: 

 

• Training opportunities (formal and/or 
informal) 

 

• The removal of key barriers (e.g. equipment 
needs, safety needs, supplies, etc.) 

 

• Support with assessment of parent needs 
 

d) The first group of trainees and mentors should 
be small enough to ensure a sufficient amount 
of quality training and support (5-7 trainees and 
an equivalent number of mentors 
recommended for 1st year). 

  

e) The project goals and successes should be well- 
publicized in the community to help create an 
awareness of the importance of recruiting and 
retaining well-qualified child care providers. 

 

f) Some of the active recruitment of trainees 
should take place on local high school 
campuses, through local job programs, or 
community college centers. 

 
 

 
a) Stipends will only be provided 

to licensed child care providers. 
 

b) Contracts will need to be 
developed for both mentors and 
trainees. 

 

c) Recruitment and selection 
criteria should attempt to 
address the child care needs 
identified in recent community 
assessment findings (e.g. the 
need for providers who can give 
after-hours care, infant care, 
care in specific regions, etc.). 

 

d) Second year indicators and 
outcomes will be developed 
with support from Amador 
County Prop 10 staff to 
continue monitoring the success 
and retention of first year 
trainees. 

 

e) Proposition 10 matching funds 
should be requested through 
local Prop 10 staff. 

 
Indicator: The number of child care providers 
who become licensed or are in the process of 
becoming licensed. 
 

Outcome: At least 4 new providers from this 
program are licensed or in the licensing process 
at the end of the first year. 

 

Indicator: Logs reflect the degree of contact 
between mentors and mentees over the first 
year. 
 

Outcome: Logs show ongoing supportive 
relationships between mentors and trainees 
over the first year. 

 

Indicator: The amount and nature of the 
media coverage of program goals and successes. 

 

Outcome: Media coverage throughout the 
year is extensive, positive, and helps to increase 
awareness related to child care careers and the 
importance of quality child care. 
 
Indicator: Evaluation tools to assess 
community perceptions about child care 
careers are developed and administered to 
classes or other groups during the recruitment 
process and at the end of the first year. 

 

Outcome: Evaluation results from the two 
surveys indicate whether there are any 
beneficial changes in perceptions about child 
care careers that take place. 

 
 

Focus Area Mini-Grants: Planning Charts 

Mini-Grant Funding Total: Up to $30,000 (plus the potential for receiving matching funds from the Prop 10 State Commission) 
 



 

 

   

Focus Area Mini-Grant #2: The turn-over rate among child care providers and staff is reduced through the empowerment of current providers. 
   

 

Objective  (2 Years) 
 

Required Strategies 
 

Additional RFA Criteria 
 

1st Year Indicators/ 
Outcomes 

 
Provide support for the 
development and 
implementation of an 
association of child care 
providers. 
 
 
 

 

 

a) Association goals should include: 
     

• Plans for an ongoing assessment of child care 
provider needs; The use of alternative forms 
of communication that increase dialogue and 
collaboration (e.g. email, on-line bulletin 
boards, etc.) 

     

• Forums for networking and sharing 
ideas/strategies; 

     

• Plans to research the possibility of forming a 
medical insurance group for child care 
providers;  

   

• The development of a newsletter to 
communicate news, goals, and strategies 
related to child care; 

 

• Finding ways to address the vacation/‘time 
off’ needs of child care providers (e.g. 
sharing systems or sub pools); 

   

• Finding ways to honor and thank local child 
care providers; 

  

• Active participation in the local Child Care 
Council. 

 

   

 

a) Association leader must 
have experience working as 
a child care provider. 

 

b) At least two local child care 
providers should be active 
partners in developing the 
funding proposal. 

 

c) Funding recipient(s) should 
have some experience with 
the following: 

 

• Organizing and coordinating 
community groups. 

 

• Managing budgets. 
 

• Communicating with the 
public. 
 

• Putting together 
informational materials. 

 

• Conducting basic research 
and/or overseeing projects. 

 

 
Indicator: The number of active members in the 
association by the end of the year.   

Outcome: At least 7-10 providers participate in 
association events and meetings on a regular basis 
during the last half of the year. 
 

Indicator: A survey of providers to determine 
whether association activities and communications 
have been beneficial to them. 

 

Outcome: Providers report that association 
activities and communications have been helpful 
to them in their role as a child care provider. 
  

 

Indicator: The status of steps to address health 
insurance needs of local child care providers. 

 

Outcome: A plan for addressing health insurance 
needs of local providers is complete, and first 
action steps are taken by the end of the year. 
 

 

Indicator: The progress made in developing a 
system to address the vacation/time off needs of 
local child care providers. 

 

Outcome: A system to address the vacation/ 
‘time off’ needs of local child care providers has 
been developed and initial testing is underway by 
the end of the year. 
 

Indicator: The extent to which local child care 
providers have been recognized by the association 
and the public. 

 

Outcome: Child care providers have received 
public recognition at various points during the 
year through the efforts of the association. 

 
Mini-Grant Funding Total: Up to $18,000  



 

 

 
 

Focus Area Mini-Grant #3: Quality child care is promoted through educationally-oriented funding and incentive programs that give child care providers 
access to ongoing learning experiences. 
  

Objective  (2 Years) 
 

Required Strategies 
  

Additional RFA Criteria 
 

1st Year Indicators/ 
Outcomes 

 
Provide ongoing learning 
opportunities and incentives 
that allow child care 
providers to continuously 
improve their skills and 
programs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
a) ECE credits should be offered through many of 

the learning opportunities provided. 
 

b) Collaboration with local high schools and 
colleges is a high priority (e.g. course offerings, 
ROP programs, job/college outreach events, 
etc.). 

 

c) Opportunities for hands-on training activities 
and early child development education should 
be provided wherever possible. 

 

d) Collaboration should include working with the 
newly established Child Care Providers 
Association (see Focus Area 4 below) and the 
Child Care Council to assess needs and develop 
incentives (including a sub system to provide 
release time for learning experiences). 

 

 
a) Funding recipient must have 

prior experience working 
with child care providers. 

 

b) Proposition 10 matching 
funds should be requested 
through local Prop 10 staff. 

 

c) Funding recipient should 
have a strong track record 
of collaboration with 
community agencies and 
educational institutions. 

 
Indicator: The percentage of child care 
providers enrolled in ECE courses. 
 

Outcome: A 10-15% increase in child care 
providers enrolled in ECE courses by the last 
academic semester of the year can be attributed 
to this program. 

 
 

Indicator: The increase in ECE course offerings 
based on demand from child care providers. 
 

Outcome: At least one to two new ECE learning 
experiences have been created by the end of the 
year in order to meet the demand from child care 
providers. 
 
 

Indicator: Degree of interest in and satisfaction 
with educational events or workshops offered. 
 

Outcome: Strong attendance and positive 
feedback from child care providers after 
educational events or workshops are held. 
 
 

Indicator: Feedback from child care providers. 
 

Outcome: Feedback from child care providers 
shows that new learning experiences have 
provided them with beneficial tools or skills with 
which to improve the quality of their services. 
 

Indicator: Peer assessments conducted. 
 

Outcome: Peer assessments help to show 
whether new tools or skills gained from learning 
experiences are being used by child care 
providers. 

 
Mini-Grant Funding Total: Up to $30,000 (plus the potential for receiving matching funds from the Prop 10 State Commission) 

 



 

 

   

Focus Area Mini-Grant #4: The number of quality child care facilities able to meet extended hour needs of parents is increased. 
 

Objectives  (2 Years) 
 

Required Strategies 
 

Additional RFA Criteria 
 

1st Year Indicators/ 
Outcomes 

 
A. Increase the number of 

child care providers 
who provide before and 
after hours care on 
weekdays. 

 

 
a) Programs should focus on eliminating some of the  

barriers to providing before and after hours 
care.  For example: 

   

• Bed spaces 
• Equipment needs 
• Licensing needs 
• Food costs  

  

b) Should collaborate with the newly established  
    Child Care Providers Association (see Objective   
    2B) to assess needs and develop incentives. 
 

 
a) Funding recipient must have 

prior experience working 
with child care providers. 

 

b) Proposition 10 matching  
funds should be requested  
through local Prop 10 staff. 

 
  

 
Indicator: The number of child care providers 
who provide new before and after-hours care on 
weekdays at the end of the first year. 
 

Outcome: At least two child care facilities offer 
new before and after-hours care at the end of the 
year (based on these Prop 10 incentives). 

 

Indicator: The number of child care providers 
who provide new weekend care at the end of the 
first year. 
 

Outcome: At least two child care facilities offer 
new weekend care at the end of the year (based 
on these Prop 10 incentives). 

 
B. Increase the number of 

child care providers 
who provide weekend 
care. 

 
 
 
 

 
a) Programs should focus on eliminating barriers to 

providing weekend care.  For example: 
  

• Equipment needs  
• Licensing needs 
• Vacation/time off issues  

  

b) Collaborate with the newly established Child 
Care Providers Association (see Objective B 
below) to assess needs and develop incentives. 

 

 
Indicator: Feedback from parents receiving new 
before and after hours and weekend care 
opportunities. 
 

Outcome: Parents express satisfaction with new 
before and after hours and weekend care 
opportunities. 
 
 

Mini-Grant Funding Total: Up to $15,000 (plus the potential for receiving matching funds from the Prop 10 State Commission) 
 



 

Applicant)Eligibility 
 
 
 
 
To be eligible to apply for funds under this RFA, applicants may be a community-based 
organization, faith-based organization, for-profit or non-profit entity, grass roots organization, 
association, public or private agency, corporation, college, university, or a municipality or unit of 
government located in Amador County.  In addition: 
  

• The funds can be used to expand and enhance current activities, but not to 
supplant existing funds; 

  

• Services funded must be available and accessible to all children (ages 0-5) and 
their families, including low-income, diverse populations and/or residents in 
outlying geographic areas throughout the County; 

  

• Funds must be used for the benefit of Amador County residents only; 
  

• The Review Committee’s decisions are based on the quality of the applicant 
program as it relates to funding criteria detailed in this RFA. 

 
  

 
 
 
 
1. Organizations offered contracts under this RFA will manage and monitor their project/s on 

an ongoing basis to ensure quality and timely work.  Quarterly reports on the progress of 
the project(s) will be required, and oral presentations to the Commission on the status of 
activities and evaluation findings may be requested. 

 
2. The commission will provide ongoing technical assistance to grantees, and will work to link 

them with learning experiences and grant seeking/writing support wherever possible. 
 
3. Grantees will be required to work with the Commission’s Executive Director and any 

outside evaluators hired by the Commission to the extent necessary to fully evaluate the 
effectiveness of the project(s) funded by the Commission. 

 
4. Grantees must maintain a tobacco-free environment, including outside areas. 
 
5. Grantees must agree not to accept any funds from the tobacco industry, including event 

sponsorships and in-kind contributions. 
 
6. Grantee must agree to a contract that will include a certification that the applicant will 

comply with all State and Federal law, including, but not limited to: 
 

• Drug-Free Workplace 
• Anti-Lobbying Act 
• Debarment and Suspension 
• All employment and anti-discrimination laws 

 

Responsibilities of Contractors and the Commission 

Basic Eligibility Parameters 



 

 

 Funding)Application 
  

FUNDING APPLICATION COVER SHEET 
 

Name of Funder: Amador County Children & 
Families First Commission 

 Grant Category & Focus Area/s: Child Care: Focus 
Area/s # 

 

 

Project Title: 

     

  Amount Requested: 

     

  
 
Total Program/Project Budget: 

     

 
 % of Program Covered by Request: 

     

  

 
Agency/Org. Name: 

     

  
  

 Address:   Mailing Address (if different):  
 

     

 
 
 
 

 

     

  

 

     
Agency phone: 

     

  Agency Fax: 

     

  
      

 
  

 Program Site Address:      
 

     

 
 

 Program Director: 

     

  
 
Program Phone: 

     

  
 

Program Fax: 

     

  

 
Organization’s mission and/or vision (summarize if necessary): 

     

 
 
 
 
 

Summary of project or grant request (3-4 sentences): 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
Is your organization an IRS 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit? (yes or no):                

     

 

If no, please explain: 

     

 
 
 
 
 
    

Director/Coordinator 
Signature: 

  Date:  

   
 

For Funder Use Only 
 



 

 

Date Received:  Time:  Signature:  Application 
Complete? 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Completed Application 
Seven (7) copies, three-hole punched on left side of 8.5” x 11” paper (do not put application in 
binders).  Applications must be typed in no less than 11 point font, and not hand written. 

 

 Cover Sheet signed by Executive Director/Project Leader  
The signature on the Cover Sheet must be signed in ink in the original 
application package.  Signature stamps are not acceptable.  The six additional 
copies may include reproduced signatures.  

 
  

 Background Narrative (not to exceed three pages) 
See page 16 for Background Narrative guidelines.   

 
  

 Proposal Narrative (not to exceed seven pages per Focus Area Mini-Grant) 
  See page 16-17 for Proposal Narrative guidelines. 

 
  

 Required Resources   

See page 18-20 for Budget Information Checklist and budget sheets. 
 
 
Attachments to Application 
Copies of each attachment, clipped (do not staple) to the seven (7) completed applications and 
three-hole punched on left side of 8.5” x 11” paper 
 
 Background Materials to be Submitted  
   

 Organizational chart  
 List of members/participants with affiliation 
 Memorandum of Understanding or Letter of Intent for collaborative programs 
 Proof of non-profit status or business license, if applicable 
 Resumes of key staff 
 Copy of recent CPA audit, unless exempt 
 Letters of commitment from any key partners 
 Clinic/agency/daycare license, if applicable 
 Evaluation reports (optional)—any recent evaluation materials relevant to the 

program for which funds are being requested. 
 

Funding Application Instructions and Checklist: 
(To be completed by the proposer) 

 



 

 

Background Materials to be Submitted Only by Private Non-Profit Agencies  
(The Agency/Organization certifies that all documents listed below are valid as of the 
date of this application and that current, dated copies have been submitted with this 
application).  Please submit only one copy of these documents, unattached to 
the application. 
     

 Articles of Incorporation 
 By-Laws 
 Current Board of Directors Roster (agency name on roster, dated) for private 

non-profit organizations only 
 Proof of General Liability Insurance 
 Worker’s compensation insurance—current certificate and endorsement 

showing 30-day cancellation notification (where applicable). 
 A statement, signed by chief officer of organization, certifying compliance with 

Federal and State laws prohibiting discrimination in the provision of services on 
the basis of color, race, national origin, religion, sex, age, or physical or mental 
disabilities. 

 Copy of licenses, permits, etc. required to legitimately operate the programs 
funded through this application. 

 
 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE WORKSHOPS!!! 
   

Staff will be available to provide technical assistance at two workshops on Wednesday the 4th of 
April.  Workshops will be held at 500 Argonaut Lane, Conference Room B in Jackson from 9:00a.m. 
to 11:30a.m. and from 6:00p.m. to 8:30p.m.  Workshops will include a brief presentation, time for 
questions and answers, and a period for one-on-one technical assistance.  We ask that you RSVP—
209-223-6241—and read through RFA materials prior to attending one of these workshops.  
Workshops are not required, but we strongly encourage you to attend! 

 
 
  

 

Applications must be received at the  
Amador County Health & Human Services Agency  

by 2:00 PM, April 30, 2001 
Application packets must be addressed as follows: 

 

Amador County Children & Families First Commission 
Mini-Grant Proposal/s: Child Care 

1003 Broadway, # 101 
Jackson, CA 95642 

 
 

Sara McClellan, Amador County Children & Families First Commission (Prop 10) Executive Director 
Phone: (209) 223-6545 

 



 

 

 
Please provide the information outlined below in the order in which it appears.  Number your 
responses and write the heading or question before answering.  Your narrative should not use 
less than a 11 point font and 1 inch margins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Background Narrative (not to exceed three pages) including: 

   

1. Agency/Organization Background 
(a) Provide a brief history/profile 
(b) Provide a brief description of the governing board 
(c) Describe your organization’s experience/capacity to complete the proposed     

project 
(d) Describe any similar projects your organization has undertaken and assess their       

success 
 

2. Organization’s Experience in Working Collaboratively with Community 
Agencies/ Organizations 
a) Describe your organization’s/program’s relationship with other organizations 

working to meet the same needs or providing similar services. 
b) Provide a brief description of any experience(s) working collaboratively in rural 

communities. 
 

3. Staff, Consultant, and Subcontractor Qualifications 
a) Provide a brief description of qualifications 

 
Proposal Narrative (Not to exceed seven pages per Focus Area Mini-Grant.  One Proposal 
Narrative should be completed for each Focus Area Mini-Grant where funding is requested). 
 

1. Program/Project Title:   
 

2. Summary of Proposal and Need 
a) Describe the opportunity, problem, issue, or need, and the geographic area 

your proposal addresses 
b) Describe your program or project and its relation to similar projects in the 

area. 
 

3.   Project Description 
(a) Describe the overall goals of your proposal (the desired effect on an individual, 

group or community as a result of the proposed program or project—should 
correspond to the stated Prop 10 Child Care Mini-Grant addressed).   

(b) Describe how the project will achieve the objectives outlined in the Focus Area 
Chart.  Be sure to integrate required strategies and RFA criteria into this action 
plan description.  Describe the sequence of strategies/steps needed to 
implement your program and the time frame in which this will occur.     

(a) Describe how your project will ensure Access for ALL Amador County 
children (ages 0-5) and their families needing these services, with attention to 

Organization Name: 

Funding Proposal Narrative Guidelines 



 

 

families who are geographically isolated and/or in need of culturally, racially, and 
linguistically competent services;   

(b) Describe how your project will emphasize an Integration of Services with 
related organizations/community groups;   

(c) Outline Evaluation strategies that will be used in addressing the Indicators and 
Outcomes included in the Focus Area Chart(s) and describe how these results 
will be used to improve future efforts; 

 

(f) Include your Sustainability plan for addressing additional ways of maintaining 
resources as Prop 10 funds decline. 

 
4. Financial Management 

(a) Date of last audit (submit copy of any formal recommendation or summary 
resulting from audit). 

(b) Percentage of funding provided to the program by this grant.  If funding will be 
used to leverage additional funding, name the source of leveraged funds and 
match requirement. 

  

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

All agencies must submit budget information in the following areas: 
 
 

1. Current Organization/Agency Budget (This is the year during which the 
application is being made.  Numbers will be estimates for the full budget year based 
on actual revenue and expenditures). 

 
 

2. Estimated Organization/Agency Budget for the Next Budget Year 
 
 

3. Proposed Project Budget that includes dollar amounts ($) for: 
 

• Personnel Costs 
Provide the following information on each paid staff position to be funded 
through this grant: 
 

• Title/position 
• Brief description of major duties 
• Existing or new position? 
• Annual salary of position with benefits and percentage of position 

if less than full time 
• Portion of the salary requested through this grant 

 
 

• Operating Expenses 
Include cost of all operating expenses, along with narrative justifications 
where additional clarity on purpose may be needed. 

 
 

• Administrative Expenses   
Supply summary of needs and total amount along with the  percentage of 
entire project budget dedicated to administrative costs. 
 
 

• Total of in-kind funds 
Supply summary, total amount, and percentage of entire project budget for 
any in-kind funds to be contributed.  

 
 
 
 
 
(Optional project budget and personnel forms included in funding application packet) 

 

 

Budget Information Checklist 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
EXPENSES 

 

 
NARRATIVE (where necessary for 

purposes of clarification) 

 
IN-KIND  

 

 
BUDGET 
TOTALS 

PERSONNEL COSTS    
SALARIES:    
    
    
    
    

TOTAL SALARIES    
    
BENEFITS:    
    
    
    

TOTAL BENEFITS    
    
CONTRACTED SERVICES:    
    
    
    
    

TOTAL CONTRACTED SERVICES    
    

TOTAL PERSONNEL    
    
    
NON-PERSONNEL COSTS    
Office/Program Supplies    
Telecommunications    
Postage and Shipping    
Rent/Utilities    
Insurance and Bonds    
Rental & Maintenance of Equipment    
Travel    
Membership Dues    
Copying & Printing    
Publications/Program Promotion    
Training    
Other Expenses    
Other Expenses    

TOTAL NON-PERSONNEL    
    

TOTAL BUDGET    
 
  

Funding Application Budget Form (optional format) 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Provide the following information on each paid staff position to be funded through this grant: 

 

1. Title/position: 
 

2. Brief description of major duties: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Existing or new position: 

 
4. Annual salary of position with benefits and percentage of position if less than full time: 

 
5. Portion of the salary requested through this grant: 
 

 
 
 
Provide the following information on each paid staff position to be funded through this grant: 

 

1. Title/position: 
 

2. Brief description of major duties: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Existing or new position: 

 
4. Annual salary of position with benefits and percentage of position if less than full time: 

 
5. Portion of the salary requested through this grant: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(The total of all positions funded through this request should be equal to columns 1 and 2 on 
the budget form.) 

Personnel Request Form 
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